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T 
WO of the primary reasons for funding an employee retirement 
plan are (1) to level out what would otherwise be sharply rising 
future costs and (2) to promote employee security by accumu- 

lating funds to back earned pensions. The first of these makes more likely 
the indefinite continuation of a plan, and the second gives assurance that  
accrued pensions will be paid regardless of the future fortunes of the com- 
pany. 

In addition to long-range contribution stability, a company may seek 
other financial objectives in a funding program, such as the safety valve 
of short-range contribution flexibility. Here, again, there is a presumption 
of greater employee security through the improved prospect of plan per- 
manence afforded by such flexibility. 

As a general rule, therefore, there need be no basic conflict between a 
company and its employees in the funding of a retirement plan. Both com- 
pany and employee objectives tend to enhance employee security in its 
broadest sense, and differences are primarily those of emphasis. Company 
stress is apt to be on flexible pension contributions within the framework 
of stable long-range costs, while employee stress (when not on increased 
benefits) is likely to be on the funding of accrued benefits. 

The purpose of this paper is to examine certain funding guidelines 
which reflect both viewpoints in a logical and consistent fashion. I t  is 
concerned with principles as well as with the broad impact of actuarial 
assumptions and cost methods but  is not concerned with specific appli- 
cation of the latter. 

In conducting this examination, there are a number of questions for 
which we should seek better answers than are to be found in our formal 
literature. For example, what degree of funding might a company logi- 
cally seek to accomplish over a period of years? How should one define 
the "actuarial liabilities" which should ultimately be funded, or, other- 
wise stated, how should one determine the amount of funds which need to 
be accumulated in order to provide a given measure of employee benefit 

* The author wishes to acknowledge contributions made to this subject by his asso- 
ciate, John Hanson, F.S.A., who has developed numerous ideas and techniques in this 
a rea. 
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security? How are these answers affected by differing conditions relating 
to the employee group? 

In seeking answers to these questions, it is necessary to clarify certain 
concepts, some of which, unfortunately, have long been couched in terms 
tending to confuse their real significance. For example, actuaries have 
become so accustomed to viewing an actuarial liability as something 
which of necessity ought to be amortized that they frequently overlook 
(1) the substantial difference in concept of actuarial liability according 
to its method of computation and (2) the resultant immateriality of its 
amortization in some circumstances. We climb the mountain because it 
is there--never thinking that a path around may serve just as well or 
even better in those cases in which the mountain is man-made and has 
been raised to an arbitrary height. 

AN APPROPRIATE FUNDING OBJECTIVE 

As has been pointed out by Preston Bassett and others (TSA, XVI, 
paper and discussion on pp. 318 ff.), a basic premise is that if a pension 
fund equals the value of accrued benefits the plan is fully funded. This 
is quite obvious in the case of a terminating plan, and is also true in the 
case of a continuing plan if one may assume that future contributions 
will exactly fund benefits accruing in the future. I This test, based on the 
one-sum cost of accrued benefits, formed the basis of "benefit security 
ratios" reported by the author in the Proceedings of the Conference of 
Actuaries in Public Practice, 1964-65, Volume XIV, in a forum entitled 
"Government Regulation of Private Pensions--Present and Future." 

The most significant fact pointed up by the accrued-benefit-funding 
test is that the actuarial cost methods in use in a majority of plans are 
such as to fund benefits more rapidly than they accrue, even though no 
specific provision is being made for the amortization of the unfunded 
liability by the cost method in question. As a result, when cost methods 
of such a type (projected-benefit cost methods) are employed, the un- 
funded costs of accrued benefits may automatically become funded, at least 
in substantial part, by payment of the so-called IRS minimum contribu- 
tion. Whether there is such automatic funding depends on the maturity 
of the group in question and whether it  is stationary, increasing, or de- 
creasing in size. However, pension plans would invariably reach an over- 
funded position if liabilities by projected-benefit cost methods were fully 
amortized. Thus, complete benefit security can be provided by funding 
less than the full amount of the actuarial liabilities by some commonly 

t A truism in the case of most plans but later qualified. 
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used actuarial methods. This fact is pertinent to any consideration of the 
establishment of rigid rules for amortizing such liabilities. 

If accrued-benefit costs were' all there were to the funding of a pension 
plan, one might ask why all funding should not be determined in accord- 
ance with accrued-benefit cost methods. Aside from the greater contribu- 
tion flexibility and greater mechanical ease of handling certain types of 
pension formulas by projected-benefit cost methods, the answer to this 
question goes back to the question of stabilizing long-range costs and, in 
turn, perhaps is influenced by what has long been a cardinal principle in 
individual life insurance funding, namely, the avoidance of rapidly rising 
costs under schemes such as step-rate assessment insurance. In short, the 
principle of substituting costs of the "level" type for costs'of the "step 
rate" type has become so nearly second nature to most actuaries that the 
differences between funding problems applied to individuals and to 
groups are sometimes overlooked. 

Be this as it may, the fact remains that costs of accrued pension bene- 
fits determined by the unit-credit method will generally increase until a 
constant, weighted average age is reached, and such an increasing trend 
is accentuated whenever there is a multiple weighting of costs with ad: 
vancing age (as occurs, for example, under an "integrated" plan or a plan 
based on final average salary). A goal of "leveling" the aggregate costs 
for the group thus remains a valid objective for the employing company; 
on this basis alone, projected-benefit cost methods have ample justifica- 
tion. 

As between those actuaries who feel that funding should not exceed 
the value of accrued benefits and those who wish to emphasize the leveling 
of future cost requirements, the funding concept introduced below should 
do little violence to either school. Essentially, this concept offers protec- 
tion against the possibility that an assumption stated earlier--to the effect 
that  future contributions to a plan will exactly fund future benefit ac- 
c r u a l s - m a y  not be'valid if the trend of future costs for the group should 
be markedly upward. 

Assuming that  the principal concern of pension funding is employee 
security and that  the two principal guarantees of such security under a 
retirement plan are (1) the accumulation of funds to back accrued (or 
vested) 2 benefits and (2)' the stabilization of long-range costs, the follow- 
ing logical long-range funding objective may be postulated. Such a long- 
range objective, to be reached over a reasonable period of time, would be 

Use of the phrase "accrued (or vested) benefits" is intended to imply a choice, name- 
ly, that it is not necessarily appropriate to fund all accrued benefits regardless of wheth- 
er vested. 
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the larger of (a) a fund sufficient to provide in full all accrued (or vested) 
benefits i f  the plan were to terminate or (b) a fund sufficient (in the absence 
of further benefit increases) to maintain a stable contribution level if  the 
plan were to continue. 

The foregoing funding objective recognizes the obvious fact that  a 
plan will either terminate or continue. A fund sufficient to satisfy either 
possibility would be the maximum that  would ever need to be accumu- 
lated, except possibly for the convenience of a company in order to permit 
variation in its annual contributions. 

Different actuarial assumptions may be appropriate and different cost 
methods are required in the proper evaluation of a and b. These questions 
are covered in the material which follows. 

"ACTUARIAL LIABILITY" V. C'COST OF ACCRIYED BENEFITS'.' 

At the risk of belaboring the obvious, let us examine for a moment the 
difference between projected-benefit cost methods and accrued-benefit 
cost methods in the matter of cost and fund-accumulation structures. 
For illustrative purposes we will use the methods commonly known as 
entry-age-normal and unit-credit, respectively.. 

Chart I shows the curve of unit costs by attained age and superimposes 
the level entry-age-normal costs, at various entry ages, to provide the 
total projected benefit at retirement. At entry age the capitalized value 
of the level costs is, of course, identical with the capitalized value of the 
increasing unit costs payable to retirement date (here assumed to be age 
65). If assumptions are the same on each basis, and exactly experienced, 
it is obvious that, if the "level costs" are contributed, a higher accumu- 
lation will result at  any point prior to retirement date than if the increas- 
ing unit costs are contributed and that  a t  retirement date the accumula- 
tions would be identical. Moreover, if a higher yield is experienced than 
that assumed, there will be a considerably greater excess, of the level-cost 
accumulation at  any point, which now will encompass all points beyond 
retirement as well as before retirement. 

Chart  I I  illustrates for a single entry age the comparative accumula- 
tions 'when assumptions are the same on each basis and exactly experi- 
enced. Since the lower curve represents the  cost of accrued benefits, it is 
apparent that  a liquidation or termination occurring midway in the ac- 
cumulation process would result in a surplus if the level costs had been 
contributed throughout. The higher the yield in relation to that  assumed, 
the greater would be this surplus. (The latter assumes that  gains are ei- 
ther spread or used to reduce any unfunded liability rather than reflect- 
ed in an immediate reduction in contributions.) 



CHART I 
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CHART I I  
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A pension plan covering an employee group consists, of course, of a 
"mix" of different attained and entry ages. Therefore, the comparative 
cost- and fund-accumulation structures for such a group consist of com- 
posites of the relationships illustrated by Charts I and II. Since there is 
invariably an excess of level-cost accumulations over increasing-cost 
accumulations in individual cases, the same must be true for the group. 
Moreover, with the tendency to use conservative actuarial assumptions 
this excess will be greatly magnified by favorable experience. 

This is exactly the pattern which has developed under many private 
pension plans during the past decade or two. The combined effect of using 
projected-benefit cost methods and of experiencing substantial invest- 
ment gains, particularly under plans invested substantially in equities, is, 
for example, the primary reason for the very favorable "benefit security 
ratios" found in the Wyatt  Company study, referred to above. This 
should not have been surprising; what is a little surprising is that actu- 
aries should have done so little to publicize the significant distinction be- 
tween actuarial liability and cost of accrued benefits, which has so pro- 
found an effect on measurements of employee benefit security. 

To complete this set of illustrations, Charts I I I  and IV show the actu- 
arial liabilities by  the entry-age-normal method and the one-sum costs 
of accrued benefits for four different employee distributions projected 
over a 30-year period. All the distributions have been equated as to initial 
work force, and the plan of benefits is also the same. The distributions 
illustrated may be characterized as follows: 

Distribution/.--An initially immature work force, gradually growing in size. 
Distribution I I . - -An  initially immature work force, remaining stationary in 

size. 
Distribution I I I . - - A  relatively mature work force, remaining stationary in 

size. 
Distribution I V . - - A  relatively mature work force, shrinking in size. 

The liabilities shown in Chart I I I  for Distribution I, by  the entry-age- 
normal method, have been indicated on two different assumptions: (1) 
assumptions identical to those used in computing the one-sum costs of 
accrued benefits--the lower of the two nearly parallel solid lines--and 
(2) less conservative assumptions (i.e., turnover discount introduced). 
I t  may be noted that the actuarial liabilities uniformly exceed the one- 
sum costs of accrued benefits. There would cease to be a difference only 
when there are no longer any active employees, at  which time the actu- 
arial liability would reduce to the one-sum cost of accrued benefits. 



CHART H I  

"ACTUARIAL LIABILITIES" versus ONE SUM COST OF ACCRUED BENEFITS 
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CHART IV 

"ACTUARIAL LIABILITIES" versus ONE SUM COST OF ACCRUED BENEFITS 
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THE CONTINUING-PLAN OR "GOING CONCERN" CoNcEPT 

Speaking generally, a "going concern" contribution might be defined 
as a level contribution in perpetuity (expressed as a percentage of payroll 
or a per capita cost, as appropriate) whose capitalized value is equal to 
the value of benefit payments in perpetuity, considering both present and 
future generations of employees. There are, of course, difficulties with this 
approach. For one thing, it is impossible to predict the effect of economic 
and technological factors on the size of the group or its applicable payroll 
at some distant future point. 

To minimize these difficulties, actuaries have found it convenient to 
adopt the concept of a mature group from which to determine the ulti- 
mate cost situation once maturity is reached. In the case of a well-estab- 
lished organization, the assumption of a constant work force moving to- 
ward maturity in its age distribution is probably as defensible as any 
other approach. However, in practice, none of the ideal conditions of a 
mature group (either initially or in the ultimate) will ever be found. 

Despite the nonexistence of stationary and mature groups, the concept 
of maturity may serve a useful purpose as a limiting value in a pension 
projection. Since the actuary is confronted with a group of unknown fu- 
ture age distribution and size, practical considerations usually dictate 
that his valuation be limited to the group of employees existing on the 
date of valuation, without allowance for new entrants of the future. How- 
ever, if the actuary wishes to compare the results of a valuation by any 
particular cost method, with a long-term projection of pension payouts 
or terminal funding requirements, considering future new entrants, the 
reasonableness of that method in producing long-range stabilized costs 
for a going concern will be tested by the comparison (see Chart V). 

From the viewpoint of a continuing plan, the funding requirements 
developed by an actuarial valuation should take into account not only 
the past but also the future requirements on a basis which will tend to 
equalize long-range trends in the age distribution. The structure of pro- 
jected-benefit cost methods adapts them to the requirements of a going 
concern by striking a balance at a given moment of time between (a) 
the existing funds and anticipated future income and (b) anticipated fu- 
ture disbursements. The entry-age-normal method does this ideally for 
a mature and stationary work force, but its suitability frequently extends 
beyond that point. 

The manner in which, and the conditions under which, the entry-age- 
normal method will afford a reasonable representation of the long-range 
contribution requirements for an organization expecting to continue in 
business indefinitely may be illustrated by the following example. The 
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figures are presented on the basis of a conventional valuation, the present 
values of both benefits and normal costs being with respect to present 
employees only, without allowance for any future new entrants. 

1. Present value of future benefit payments . . . . . . . . . .  $42,000,000 
2. Present value of future normal costs . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  16,000,000 
3. Balance = Gross actuarial liability . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  26,000,000 
4. Funds accumulated . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  7,000,000 
5. Balance = Unfunded actuarial liability . . . . . . . . . .  19,000,000 
6. Normal cost (in addition to any payments toward 

unfunded actuarial liability), used in determination 
of item 2 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  1,300,000 

Put  in the form of a balance sheet, the asset items would be items 4, 2, 
and 5, usually in that  order, and the balancing liabilities would be repre- 
sented by  item 1. 

Continuing the illustration, i f  future new entrants were introduced in 
such a manner as to maintain a constant normal cost in future years, the 
balance between the asset and liability figures would not be disturbed. 
For example, assuming new hires sufficient to maintain a constant work 
force and at  the same entry ages as the group being replaced each year 
(one of several possible assumptions), the normal cost developed by  the 
initial valuation would be paid in perpetuity and the benefits ultimately 
payable to new entrants of the future would be exactly met  by their nor- 
mal costs. This being the case, items 1 and 2 of the above tabulation would 
be increased by exactly the same amount, leaving all other figures un- 
affected. 

Thus one of the virtues of the entry-age-normal method is that, even 
though future new entrants are not specifically considered in a valuation, 
the result will be as good an approximation of the long-range level of costs 
for a continuing organization of constant size as it is possible to furnish. 
In  the opinion of many  actuaries, the best estimate of the long-range sta- 
bilized pension cost is the normal cost plus interest on the unfunded actu- 
arial liability, computed by the entry-age-normal method on assumptions 
appropriate to a going concern. 

For a group of constant size, a cost determined in this manner would 
support the plan indefinitely, and, even though (in the absence of sub- 
stantial investment or other experience gains) it would never amortize 
the unfunded actuarial liability developed by this particular cost method, 
it might fund a substantial portion of the unfunded cost of accrued bene- 

fits. For groups of increasing or decreasing size, other factors enter the 
picture and affect the amount of contribution which is required to estab- 
lish funding adequacy. 
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PROTECTION OF BENEFITS ON PLAN TERMINATION 

AS a practical matter, the objective of protecting accrued (or vested) 
benefits in the event of plan termination is one which, in the absence of a 
satisfactory system of insuring unfunded costs, must be sought through 
a program of amortizing initial unfunded costs over an extended period 
of years. Without attempting to suggest any guideposts, since companies 
in varying cixcumstances would find it necessary to tackle the problem 
differently, it may be noted that the President's Cabinet Committee's Re- 
port has recommended that companies should "amortize fully all accrued 
liabilities over a period that roughly approximates the average work life 
of employees but not more than 30 years" (italics mine). The quotation 
appears to use "accrued liabilities" in the sense of "actuarial liabilities" 
as used in this paper. 

Whatever the period of years should be, it is extremely important that 
those becoming involved in this question be made aware that the amount 
to be amortized should be the unfunded cost of accrued benefits rather than 
the accrued (or actuarial) liability by a particular cost method. More- 
over, these accrued benefits need not necessarily encompass all accrued 
benefits; while this remains a suitable question for discussion, such bene- 
fits might properly be limited to vested accrued benefits. 

I t  is interesting to note from the Wyatt  Company "benefit security 
ratios" developed by the author that the cost of all accrued benefits 
on date of valuation (plans ten or more years old) was only about 63 per 
cent of the actuarial liabilities for those plans using projected-benefit cost 
methods. In other words, even if this ratio were to reach 80 per cent at 
some time in the future, compulsory full funding of actuarial liabilities 
would actually mean the compulsory accumulation of funds 25 per cent 
in excess of the amount to insure complete security of all accrued bene- 
fits, whether vested or not. 

A valuation of the cost of accrued benefits, of course, involves different 
factors and different treatment of benefits than a valuation designed to 
measure the stabilized long-range contribution on a going-concern basis. 
For one thing, entirely different assumptions may be appropriate. For 
another, a special set of rules may be required for the determination of 
accrued benefits in the event of plan termination, especially in the case 
of "final average salary" plans or plans where the pension formula does 
not provide a one-to-one correspondence between years of service (or 
earnings) and the benefit. Many actuaries are already familiar with these 
problems, either through their own researching of the question or through 
the Pension Research Council's recent memoranda relating to its pro- 
posed study of benefit-security ratios. 
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A CONSISTENT APPROACH 

To review the funding objective outlined earlier, the maximum fund 
that e~er need be accumulated to support the principal pillars of employee 
security would be the larger of (1) that required to provide the one-sum 
cost of accrued (or vested) benefits, computed on a plan "close-out" 
basis, or (2) that which would have resulted from the payment, year after 
year, of the normal cost plus interest on the initial unfunded actuarial 
liability by the entry-age-normal method, computed on assumptions ap- 
propriate to a going concern. In either case realistic assumptions are 
appropriate, and market value would be the indicated basis for compari- 
son of assets with the theoretical fund. 

(Note that this maximum required fund bears no particular relation- 
ship to the gross actuarial liability by the particular cost method and as- 
sumptions which the actuary may have selected for his valuation; in 
fact, it would not result specifically from the amortization of any such 
cost. Note also that where this maximum fund consists of [1], the goal 
would generally be reached only after a reasonably long period of years, 
during which the unfunded costs of accrued [oi vested] benefits were to be 
amortized; meanwhile, the fund would consist of the larger of [2] and the 
partially amortized value of [1].) 

As a concession to good engineering, for greater stability we might 
logically add a third pillar, consisting of a financial cushion (or safety 
factor), solely for the company's convenience in varying contributions to 
accord with fluctuating earnings. Additional sums thus set aside might 
best be considered in relation to a year's "normal" contribution, inde- 
pendently of the so-called adequate fund for security purposes described 
in the preceding paragraph. 

The tests of fund adequacy set forth above appear to the author to be 
consistent with the realities of pension plan funding. On the one hand, a 
plan may continue indefinitely, and funding should be sufficient to meet 
requirements on a going-concern basis. On the other hand, the plan may 
terminate, and it would then seem desirable to protect employee security, 
to the extent possible, with respect to accrued benefits. Few would disa- 
gree that reasonable provision should be made, over a period of years, to 
establish such employee security, but in the process current stockholders 
should be protected against the making of redundant pension contribu- 
tions which bear no close relationship to these realities. 

Funding procedures commonly followed in the past, when not accom- 
panied by an alternative valuation to measure accomplished benefit 
security, have in some instances led to unwitting overfunding of a plan. 
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This condition has frequently been accentuated by favorable invest- 
ment experience, a combined circumstance which led to favorable benefit- 
security ratios under plans included in the Wyat t  Company study. Where 
0verfunding on a plan-termination basis has occurred, future contribu- 
tions may properly be reduced to the minimum for a going concern, or 
lower, as long as the favorable situation continues. Further amortization 
of the actuarial liability would be redundant. 

Referring to the two separate aspects of this test of funding adequacy, 
it may be noted that an organization of undisputed permanence (such as 
a federal or state government or possibly a large corporation in a basic 
industry) might properly forego measuring up to (1). However, any or- 
ganization, even the federal government with respect to its employees, 
should meet the requirements of (2), if for no other reason than to avoid 
misleading those who foot the bill (taxpayers, stockholders, or employees) 
as to the true long-range costs of the benefits which have already been 
adopted. This perhaps classifies as " t ru th  in labeling." 

SOME ILLUSTRATIONS 

There are many possible variations in the techniques which might be 
followed in testing the adequacy of a given level of funding. One approach 
which has been suggested by John Hanson (and possibly others) is to 
schedule contributions on a stabilized going-concern basis and to make 
additional contributions only if projections indicate these to be necessary 
in order to achieve the desired degree of funding of accrued (or vested) 
benefits within a selected time interval. 

Let  us say that the interest rate assumed in the calculation of the go- 
ing-concern contribution is 3{ per cent and that the reserve desired to 
cover accrued benefits (say, thirty years hence) is also computed at 3½ per 
cent interest. Then, if we should expect to obtain a higher yield (including 
capital gains) during the next thirty years, we would test our funding on a 
projected basis, using the higher yield. This method is illustrated in Table 
1 and in the text following. 

The most favorable funding characteristics are, of course, exhibited 
by  groups with immature age distributions and which are growing in 
size. For such groups, the going-concern contribution or "minimum" 
entry-age-normal contribution (normal cost plus interest on unfunded 
liability) is, under the particular circumstances illustrated, sufficient 
to fund all or a substantial part of the cost of accrued benefits over a 
reasonable period. Security in the event of plan termination is gradually 
and automatically being established under such circumstances. 

The least favorable funding characteristics are exhibited by groups 
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which are initially mature (or overmature) and which are declining in 
size. For such groups, contributions well in excess of the going-concern 
contribution are required in order to fund any part of the cost of accrued 
benefits. Provision for security in the event of plan termination is of 
primary concern in these cases, and special provision must be made there- 
for. 

For either Distribution I or II ,  if a yield of 4½ per cent or better were 
expected during the first thirty years and excess interest were used to fund 

TABLE 1 

FUNDING OF ACCRUED BENEFITS ACCOMPLISHED BY PAYMENT OF GOING- 

CONCERN CONTRIBUTION (NORMAL COST PLUS INTEREST)* 

ACCRUED BENEFITS COMPLETELY F U N D E D  AT ALL AGES ABOVE AGE SHOWN 

END OF 
YEAR 

5 ..... 
10 . . . . .  
15 . . . . .  
20 . . . . .  
25 . . . . .  

30 . . . . .  

DISTRIBUTION I 
(IMMATURE, 
GROWING) 

Fund 
Earns 4~ 
Per Cent 

51 
49 
48 
48 
43 
All 

Fund 
Earns 6 

Per Cent 

51 
47 
43 
All 
All 
All 

DISTRIBUTION II 
(IMMATURE, 

STATIONARY) 

Fund Fund 
Earns 4½ Earns 6 
Per Cent Per Cent 

51 51 
50 48 
50 45 
50 All 
50 All 
39 AH 

DISTRIBUTION I I I  
~ATURE~ 

STATIONARY) 

Fund 
Earns 4½ 
Per Cent 

76 
74 
73 
73 
74 
74 

Fund 
Earns 6 

Per Cent 

76 
74 
72 
71 
70 
69 

DISTRIBUTION IV 
(M^rvxz, 

DECLINING) 

Fund Fund 
Earns 4½ Earns 6 
Per Cent Per Cent 

78 78 
77 76 
78 76 
78 75 
81 76 

. . . . . . . .  79 

* Funding of accrued benefits determined on the basis of 3~ per cent interest, no turnover, plan-close- 
out basisi going-concern contribution computed on the entry-age-normal method at 3~ per cent interest 
with a turnover discount; fund actually earns 41 per cent or 6 per cent, as shown in illustration, and excess 
interest is used to fund rather than to reduce contributions. 

benefits rather than to reduce contributions, there would be no need to 
contribute anything in excess of the "minimum" EAN contribution in 
order to accomplish a satisfactory amortization of the cost of accrued 
benefits, even when the latter are computed on the conservative basis of 
3½ per cent interest, no turnover, and full vesting of all benefits regardless 
of age or service. 

For Distribution I I I  or IV,  on the other hand, no improvement what- 
ever would be achieved in the funded status of accrued benefits by pay- 
ment of the "minimum" EAN contribution, even if a 4{ per cent yield 
were experienced and credited in full during the first thirty years. As a 
matter of fact, even with a 6 per cent yield, no improvement would be 
achieved under Distribution IV. For these situations, therefore, additional 
provision must be made for amortizing the cost of accrued benefits. 
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Another possible approach would be to proceed directly to a projec- 
t ion-say ,  for thirty years--in order to find the fund objective at that 
time if accrued benefits were to be fully funded on a plan-close-out basis. 
The computations needed to determine a "level" contribution might then 
be summarized as follows: 8 

Objective: Fund equal to one-sum cost of accrued benefits for all employees, 30 years 
hence--Distribution II  

1. Projected fund required at end of 30 years, to provide all accrued 
benefits to employees then in service or retired (on a 3½% interest, 
fully vested basis) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  $2,762,759 

ASSUMED YIELD DURING FIRST THmTY YEARS 
3t Per Cent 

2. Present value of item 1 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  $ 984,311 
3. Present value of expected benefit pay- 

ments first 30 years . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  706,358 
4. Total present value required . . . . . . . . . . . .  $1,690,669 
5. Level annual contribution to accomplish 

objective . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  88,815 

4t Per Cent 6 Per Cent 
$ 737,657 $481,024 

572,210 421,312 
$1,309,867 $902,336 

76,952 61,843 

For comparison, the following are the initial contributions determined 
on several alternative valuation bases, all at 3½ per cent interest, for 
Distribution II :  

Entry-age-normal, without turnover discount, 30-year amortization . $99,000 
Entry-age-normal, without turnover discount, "minimum" basis . . . .  83,436 
Unit-credit, without turnover discount, 30-year amortization basis... 78,287 
Entry-age-normal, with turnover discount, "minimum" basis . . . . . . .  75,374 
Unit-credit, without turnover discount, "minimum" basis . . . . . . . . . .  67,064 

The first basis develops a considerably higher contribution than is 
needed on a "level" basis, even if only a 3½ per cent yield is obtained. If  
slightly over a 4½ per cent yield is obtained for thirty years, any of the 
first four bases develops a sufficient contribution; and, if a 5½ per cent 
yield is thus obtained, any of the five bases would suffice to produce the 
full 3½ per cent reserve for accrued benefits at the end of thirty years. 

Other techniques may, of course, be employed. These may involve a 
series of shorter-range goals, whereby the objective is a gradual lowering 
over a period of years of the age to which full funding of accrued benefits 
extends. A relatively simple procedure would be to perform dual purpose 
valuations: (1) according to the method and assumptions selected by the 

a Illustration covers a plan providing flat benefit per year of service, For a plan with 
benefits based on pay, it would be more appropriate to relate future contributions to 
futurepayrolls, in the usual manner. 
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actuary as appropriate for a continuing plan and (2) on a plan-close-out 
basis to determine the extent of funding of accrued benefits. Where fur- 
ther progress toward the latter is desired, a short-term projection (five or 
ten years) will indicate the degree, if any, to which the contribution on 
basis (1) should be increased. 

In connection with periodic actuarial valuations, it may become com- 
mon practice to project the funded status of a plan after a given number 
of years, based on different levels of contribution. Given an objective of 
accumulating, over a specific period of time, the full one-sum cost of ac- 
crued benefits for a particular group of employees (perhaps all employees, 
but more likely all employees who will then have fulfilled certain age 
and service requirements comparable to "vesting"), the employer can 
be kept advised of the contribution level required to reach that objective. 

CONCLUSION 

In the light of repeated benefit improvements under many pension 
plans in the past, which frequently have had the effect of extending the 
amortization of unfunded liabilities, the development of a measurement 
of funding adequacy may formerly have appeared somewhat academic. 
Yet, in a very real sense, it is not. 

Aside from the possibility that benefit improvements will tend to level 
off in the future and thus neutralize the effect of the foregoing argument, 
it is important that actuaries clearly define concepts of adequacy in pen- 
sion plan funding so as to avoid the possibility of confusion. Increasing 
pressures for regulation, which come largely from sources unfamiliar 
with actuarial distinctions and the requirements for benefit security, 
place a responsibility on actuaries to provide appropriate definitions and 
to direct these pressures into the right channels. 



DISCUSSION OF PRECEDING PAPER 

CHARLES L. TROWBRIDGE: 

Mr. Griffin's "Concepts of Adequacy in Pension Plan Funding" is 
certainly a welcome addition to actuarial literature. My purpose in dis- 
cussing his paper is twofold: (1) to demonstrate some of his conclusions 
(and to indicate certain reservations about others) by use of two math- 
ematical models taken from earlier actuarial literature and (2) to offer 
alternates to the two specific suggestions that he makes with regard to 
funding patterns consistent with his stated objective. 

Perhaps M~r. Griffin's greatest contribution lies in the clear statement 
of this objective: 

Such a long-range objective, to be reached over a reasonable period of time, 
would be the larger of (a) a fund sufficient to provide in full all accrued (or 
vested) benefits i f  the plan were to terminate or (b) a fund sufficient (in the 
absence of further benefit increases) to maintain a stable contribution level i f  
the plan were to continue. 

This statement, and the background material preceding it, set forth a 
duality in the pension funding problem which has not been sufficiently 
emphasized. A rational and responsible approach to the pension funding 
problem will never be developed unless both of these two criteria--one 
related to employee benefit security, the other to employer cost stabil- 
i t y - a r e  recognized. Mr. Griffin deserves our commendation in furthering 
this recognition. 

I t  is no doubt unfair to the analytical portion of Mr. Griffin's paper to 
reduce it to oversimplified statements. I do so (in the next paragraph) 
only to help point up his case and as a base from which to indicate what 
few reservations I have as to his conclusions. I trust that he will forgive 
me if I seem to make free with the form of his argument, hoping he will 
feel that I have not really distorted his meaning. 

Assuming that I interpret Mr. Griffin correctly, he is telling us essen- 
tially these three things: 

1. Projected-benefit methods normally produce a supplementary liability sub- 
stantially in excess of the one-sum cost of accrued benefits. 

2. The complete amortization of the projected-benefit supplemental liability has 
inherent in it an element of "overfunding"--and some partial amortization 
will often meet the two-pronged objective without bringing about this over- 
funding. 

64 
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3. Nonamortizatlon of the initial projected-benefit supplemental liability may 
result in a funding pattern essentially satisfactory by the a test (particularly 
if the initial work force is immature or ff actuarial gains can be counted upon 
to help), and it, by its very nature, tends to satisfy the b test. 

In the following analysis of these three statements, I will make liberal 
use of the mathematical models published as a part of my 1952 paper 
appearing in Volume IV of the Transact ions .  1 Table II  of that paper traces 
a mature population, stationary in size, thereby somewhat akin to Mr. 
Griffin's Distribution III. Table IV represents an initially immature work 
force stationary in size and hence similar in nature to Mr. Griffin's 
Distribution II. I t  should perhaps be pointed out that the 1952 models 
represent a work force subject to substantial nonvested withdrawal at the 
younger ages, whereas I am not sure in this regard in the Griffin illustra- 
tion. 

First, as to the validity of statement 1, it is entirely clear that the 
projected-benefit (entry-age-normal) supplemental liability is always 
larger than the accrued-benefit (unit-credit) supplemental liability, which 
is by definition the one-sum cost of accrued benefits, provided the actu- 
arial assumptions are the same. To be absolutely precise, we must except 
the trivial case where the active work force has become zero. We must also 
except the case (which we will meet later in this discussion) where ap- 
proximate or artificial entry ages have been used and the case where 
benefits accrue more rapidly in early years than in the later. Since none 
of these exceptions apply to the 1952 models, we find a pattern for them 
(see Chart I) similar to that shown in Mr. Griffin's Charts I I I  and IV. 

The one-sum cost tends to run at about 82 per cent of the EAN actu- 
arial liability on the 1952 initially mature model and increases from 65 to 
82 per cent by duration for the initially immature. One gets a similar 
impression from Mr. Griffin's charts. The fact that his Distribution I I I  
does not produce entirely horizontal lines means only that Distribution 
I I I  is, as advertised, only "relatively mature." Perhaps it does not, 
initially, have a full complement of retired lives. The comparative steep- 
ness of the graphs for his Distribution II  seems to indicate that his 1966 
model is initially more i m m a t u r e  than my 1952 immature model. 

Let  us now examine statement 2. I f  the one-sum cost of accrued bene- 
fits is only 65-85 per cent of the EAN actuarial liabilities, does it then 
follow that full amortization of the latter will necessarily cause over- 
funding as measured by the former? I t  would seem s o - - e x c e p t  for the 
change in actuarial assumptions that may be appropriate for the "dose 
out" calculation. To provide for the one-sum cost of all accrued benefits 

1 "Fundamentals of Pension Funding," TSA, Vol. IV, 1952. 
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Horizontal lines: Table I [  initially mature; upward sloping lines: Table IV 
initially immature. Both models stationary work force; both involve discount 
for withdrawal; no vesting until age 65. 
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discounted only for mortality and interest requires about $1,415,000 for the 
mature model (or the ultimate phases of the immature). Thus the full 
amortization of the EAN actuarial liability results in overfunding of 
only 4 per cent if  the criterion for employee security is the full funding of 
accrued benefits with continuation of employment not a condiaon for re- 
ceiving these benefits. Another model with higher withdrawal rates might 
indicate no overfunding at all. (I can conceive of close-out situations in 
which future benefits might be subject to continued employment with the 
same or a successor employer; but the more likely situation seems to 
involve "vesting" at plan termination.) On the other hand, if the criterion 
is only the one-sum cost of vested benefits (Mr. Griffin deliberately gives a 
choice here), the overfunding would be very apparent. In these earlier 
models no vesting takes place until retirement at age 65 and only slightly 
more than $500,000 is required. 

I t  is my feeling that Mr. Griffin would admit this one reservation re- 
garding statement 2. He somewhere states that "different actuarial as- 
sumptions may be appropr ia te . . ,  in the proper evaluation of a and 
b." I assume that this disappearance of the withdrawal discount on plan 
termination is at least one of the things he had in mind. I t  should be 
noted that there may be other assumption changes appropriate for plan 
termination that work in the opposite direction. In particular, any as- 
sumption as to future salary increase also tends to disappear. 

Let us go on to statement 3. Again, the 1952 models help--this time to 
determine the degree of employee security arising from funding by entry- 
age-normal cost plus interest. 

For the mature model we find that the so-called IRS minimum funding 
is algebraically and numerically equivalent to pay-as-you-go---hence no 
funding whatsoever occurs. Clearly, for a group initially mature (and this 
implies a mature group of pensioners as well as of workers) normal cost 
plus interest gives no employee security whatsoever. 

On the other hand, as I think was dearly stated and illustrated in the 
1952 paper, this minimum sort of funding does produce substantial funds 
in the much more meaningful immature model. Essentially, the initial 
supplementary liability is 0 per cent funded, M1 increases in the supple- 
mentary liability are 100 per cent funded, and the eventual result is 
partial funding, all as measured by the projected-benefit EAN actuarial 
liability. Mr. Griffin points out that under some circumstances partial 
funding of the projected-benefit supplementary liability may result in full 
funding of the accrued benefit to date. 

Specifically normal cost (on EAN) plus interest eventually builds up 
$810,000 in the immature model illustrated by Table IV. Retired life 
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benefits (the only fully vested benefits in this model) require $502,000. The 
$810,000 will therefore not only fully fund the retired lives but  will also 
provide about 44 per cent of the accrued benefits for active lives (provided 
the discount for withdrawal is still appropriate) or, expressed another 
way, will fund accrued benefits down to about age 59. On the other hand, 
ff our concept of plan termination causes us to lose the withdrawal dis- 
count, the 44 per cent reduces to 34 per cent. The age 59 stays unchanged, 
because this model has little or no discount for withdrawal above age 55. 

In comparing the results obtained above with Mr. Griffin's results, we 
must be aware of an important difference in the handling of actuarial 
gains. The 1952 models were constructed in such a way that the actual 
experience as to mortality, interest, and withdrawal was identical to that 
assumed. There are, therefore, neither actuarial gains nor losses in the 
model; and the results obtained in no way rely upon actuarial gains to 
increase the degree of employee security. 

Mr. Griffin's illustrations do assume actuarial gains (at least in the 
interest element), and the extra interest is not employed to reduce con- 
tributions. You can think of his actuarial cost method as entry age normal 
with initial supplementary liability funded each year to the extent of that 
year's actuarial gains. From this viewpoint, he is not really illustrating 
normal cost plus interest but  instead is illustrating a relatively slow but 
accelerating amortization of the projected-benefit supplementary liability 
through the nonrecognition of what eventually become substantial actu- 
arial gains. My guess is that both the 4½ per cent and the 6 per cent 
illustrations on page 61 would eventually (on Distributions I and II) 
fund not only all accrued benefits but in time the full EAN actuarial 
liability. Mr. Griffin has not given us 3½ per cent illustrations. Were he 
to do so, we could better separate out the effect of actuarial gains from 
the effect of the maturing of the groups. 

For Distributions I I I  and IV, on the other hand, poor results will be 
obtained no matter what rate of interest is earned. For a truly mature 
group (with a full complement of retired lives), we have seen that normal 
cost plus interest builds up no funds. Extra interest on zero principal is 
still zero. The reason why the ages given for Distributions III  and IV in 
Mr. Griffin's table are not all 100 or above must be that the initial group 
was not really mature in the sense used in the 1952 mature model. 

All in all, the above analysis fairly well substantiates statement 3. 
Certainly the extent to which entry-age-normal cost plus interest will (all 
by itself) fund accrued benefits is a function of the degree of immaturity 
in the initial distribution. The theoretical range of funds built up under 
normal cost plus interest is from absolute zero (for the initially mature 
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situation) to the full supplementary liability for the actuarial cost method 
employed (for the employee group all newly hired). In the past, some 
actuaries have expressed mild displeasure with my 1952 paper because I 
chose to classify normal-cost-plus-interest funding in Class I. Their point 
is well taken. I might better have indicated a range of class designation. 
Consistent with this, entry age normal, interest only could have been 
called Class I-IV; unit credit, interest only, Class I - I I I .  

In addition, if conservative actuarial assumptions are employed and 
if the resulting actuarial gains are applied against the unfunded liabilities, 
then the security of the pens!on expectations may well approach 100 per 
cent in time. I must admit to a little surprise in seeing an illustration 
based on absorption of actuarial gains in the unfunded supplementary 
liability. Although Mr. Griffn's method for adjusting actuarial gains or 
losses (letting the adjustment for actuarial gains or losses be reflected in 
the time when supplementary liabilities are amortized) seems reasonable 
and practical, it is not clear that it would fit the usual interpretation of 
IRS regulations. Clearly, however, it is the method commonly employed 
with respect to "unrealized" capital gains or losses on common stocks. 

I see nothing to quarrel with in his demonstration that interest-only 
funding is quite satisfactory from an employer-cost viewpoint. Only for 
the declining work force, where the fixed "interest" contribution would 
be an increasing charge per active employee, would its cost-stability 
characteristics be open to any question. 

This brings me to the details of how one might set up a simple and sen- 
sible funding pattern, based on partial rather than complete amortization 
of the projected-benefit supplementary liability, in order to avoid Mr. 
Griffn's overfunding. Mr. Griffin suggests at least two ideas, both based 
on reaching a predetermined goal n years into the future. His two sugges- 
tions appear to be actuarially equivalent (or at least approximately so). 
Both appear to involve a "shifting of gears" at the end of the nth year. 

Another that might appeal to some can be expressed as follows: If we 
can determine that entry-age-normal cost plus interest funding will 
eventually be about $D short of the employee-security criterion, we can 
artificially raise the, entry ages of the initial employee group so that the 
classically calculated entry-age-normal supplementary liability is reduced 
by SD, the present value of future normal costs increased by $D. This 
procedure is much more legitimate than it appears at first glance (and, 
incidentally, shows up much of the artificiality in the entry-age supple- 
mentary liability concept). Then, ff the funding proceeds on the resulting 
normal cost (increased) plus the resulting interest (decreased), the em- 
ployee-security goal will eventually be reached, assuming (as Mr. Griffin 
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must in his methods, too) that a reasonably accurate projection can be 
made to determine SD. On this score, however, I am not quite as hopeful 
as Mr. Griffin appears to be. Too many assumptions, particularly as to 
new lives, are needed. 

I have previously suggested still another possibility in a 1963 paper3 
Although the family of methods there suggested does not appear to in- 
volve any concept of supplementary liability, both Mr. Nesbitt and ~VIr. 
MacKinnon pointed out (in the discussion) that the actuarial cost method 
suggested is closely akin to a partial amortization of the entry-age sup- 
plementary liability. As a matter of interest, note, from Table I I  of the 
1963 paper (which uses the same modelas Table IV of the 1952 paper), how 
well a k of just over 4 per cent would approximate the present value of 
accrued benefits--or a k of 1.7 per cent would approximate the present 
value of vested benefits. The trick, of course, is to determine the k's 
a priori. 

I hope that Mr. Grlffin's paper will stimulate thoughtful discussion. 
His paper is clearly aimed at certain non-actuarial circles, as well as at 
pension actuaries. Other actuaries can help by contributing intelligent 
discussion of the basic issues that he raises. 

]~REDEEICK P. SLOAT: 

Mr. Griffin merits high commendation for a very fine paper that or- 
ganizes in uncomplicated and lucid style some important concepts in 
pension funding. I t  analyzes both by word and picture the distinction 
between various actuarial liabilities that have been indiscriminately 
tagged as past-service costs over the years. I t  is very timely in setting 
forth so well the influence of varying employee distributions. 

In the early days of the development of pension plans in the United 
States, the most important funding vehicle in use was the group annuity 
contract using allocated funding, that is, the application of each dollar 
paid to the purchase of an annuity: 

The accrued-benefit cost method was the natural way to utilize the 
group annuity approach, and it was variously referred to as the single- 
premium, unit-credit, or step-rate method. The latter described the effect 
of the method with respect to any particular employee. This step-rate 
characteristic created concern over the potential rising costs of a plan, 
unless it was for a mature group where the effect of deaths, turnover, 
salary changes, and retirements and of new entrants at young ages was 
such as to keep the aggregate costs reasonably level from year to year. 

"The Unfunded Present Value Family of Pension Funding Methods," TSA, Vol. 
XV, 1963. 
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After deposit administration and trust funding came into use, in order 
to eliminate the purchases of units of annuity and their subsequent can- 
cellation when employees left the plan, the accrued-benefit cost method 
was often applied to them. Under federal income tax rulings, experience 
gains had to be recognized in the current or next year. This was usually 
not too serious with group annuity dividends because the insurance 
companies declared only part of any gains at one time. With nonallocated 
funding, however, investment and turnover gains could be quite sub- 
stantial in some years, and it was very desirable to be able to spread their 
effect. 

The popularity of the projected-benefit cost methods was prompted, 
in part, because, with any one of these methods, it is possible to spread 
experience gains and, in part, because it produces a larger amount of 
past-service cost. This increases the employer's funding flexibility by 
widening the spread between a 10 per cent payment in any year and in- 
terest only (or less, if part of the past-service cost has previously been 
funded). The fact that such a method eliminates the potential increasing 
cost resulting from advancing ages of the employees, thus tending to 
stabilize long-range costs, is an important reason but has not always been 
the most impelling reason. Further, as Mr. Griffin points out, this method 
is more suitable to certain types of pension formulas. 

The projected-benefit cost method can be used for two very different 
reasons. Because of its basic nature, together with the ability to spread 
net gains, it is used to give a more uniform and consistent incidence of 
cost from year to year. But, because of its increased flexibility, it is also 
used to permit wider voluntary swings in amounts funded from year to 
year than under the accrued-benefit cost method. 

Mr. Griffin has pointed to two developments over the years that have 
obscured the direction of pension funding. One has been the favorable 
investment climate, whereby most pension funds have grown much more 
rapidly than could have been anticipated, even without the usual actu- 
arial conservatism for long-range pension financing. The other has been 
the pattern of plan improvements and amendments which has required 
frequent alterations of the funding status of a plan. 

As he demonstrates in his paper, the entry-age-normal actuarial liabil- 
ities are always in excess of the cost of accrued benefits if computed on 
comparable bases and assumptions, so that, if the past service is being 
funded, there will be a point at which all accrued benefits will be funded. 
During the preparation of Ernest L. Hicks' Research Study, I dis- 
cussed with him the impact of his conclusion that past-service cost should 
be taken into expense over a reasonable period. I felt that in some situa- 
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tions it may be Undesirable or unnecessary to continue such charging of 
the remaining past-service cost when a total amount equal to the value 
of all accrued benefits has already been charged. He pointed out that, 
under the conclusions of his study, an employer can change the actuarial 
cost method used for accrual of pension costs in any year but it would 
require a consistency exception by the auditor. Thus, a change to the 
accrued-benefit cost method when the value of all accrued benefits had 
been charged to expense would require him to make such an exception. 
While this would not require the auditor to qualify his audit opinion, the 
inclusion of such consistency exception might appear to weaken it. 

If the forthcoming opinion of the Accounting Principles Board on ac- 
counting for costs of pensions should state that the charge to expense 
may include either amortization of the past-service cost or interest only 
on unfunded past-service cost, this question might still arise. I t  might be 
desirable to charge the amortization of past-service cost only up to the 
point where the value of all accrued benefits is covered and to charge 
interest only thereafter. Further, the opinion might call for such amortiza- 
tion up to the point where the value of all vested benefits is covered. 

Each of the usual actuarial cost methods is founded on a basic concept 
that makes it a rational procedure. As Charles L. Trowbridge set forth in 
his paper entitled "The Unfunded Present Value Family of Pension 
Funding Methods" (TSA, Vol. XV), there is a great range of possible 
actuarial cost methods, only a few of which can be so independently 
formulated. I t  might be very useful if a method using the long-range ob- 
jective described by Mr. 'Griffin were deemed an actuarial cost method. 
I t  belongs in the family of projected-benefit cost methods, but that ter- 
minology presents a problem since the modification, or inside limit, is 
determined by the accrued-benefit cost method. I t  could be referred to as 
a "projected-benefit cost method with supplemental liability and with 
accrued- (vested-) benefit limit." For older terminology, we would add 
the expression "with accrued- (vested-) benefit limit," for example, 
"entry-age-normal with accrued-benefit limit." The added expression 
would refer to the provision that, when the amounts funded (or charged 
to expense) were sufficient to cover the value of all accrued- (or vested-) 
benefits at that time, further amounts would automatically be the normal 
cost and interest on the unfunded past-service cost. I t  should be noted 
that the actuarial assumptions and application of the pension formula 
for this limiting feature may differ from those for the main application of 
the actuarial cost method. This is one reason why it might seem to con- 
stitute an actuarial cost method rather than just a procedural step under 
one of  the other methods. 
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"PRESTON C. BASSETT: 

I am pleased that Frank Grifl~n has found the time to set forth his 
thoughts on the adequacy of pension plan funding. 

It is particularly important for us to recognize and to be sure that 
others recognize, to the extent possible, the distinction that Frank makes 
between actuarial or accrued liability, as normally used for valuation 
purposes, and the value of accrued benefits. Full funding objectives have 
been met when the assets valued on a realistic basis are equal to the value 
of the accrued credited benefits, also valued on a realistic basis. This 
determination is separate and distinct from the determination Of actu- 
arial or accrued liabilities under the usual actuarial methods an d assump- 
tions. 

I was pleased to see set forth in this paper the long-range objective, to 
be reached over a reasonable period of time, to be 

the larger of (a) a fund sufficient to provide in full all accrued (or vested) benefits 
i f  the plan were to terminate or (b) a fund sufficient (in the absence of further 
benefit increases) to maintain a stable contribution level i f  the plan were to 
continue. 

In this quotation, it should be noted that Frank does not state that 
this objective should be reached by any rigorous pattern of contributions 
but only that it be reached over a period of time. This is important, and 
I wish to take a minute to emphasize this fact in discussing the adequacy 
of pension plan funding. 

Adequacy may also include the pattern of how the company reaches 
the ultimate objective. The actual funding of the plan to meet the objec- 
tives must take into account how much the company may desire to con- 
tribute at any particular time. This is usually expressed by the flexibility 
that the company has in determining the contributions in any year or 
period of years. I t  is this flexibility that has permitted many companies 
to adopt and improve pension plans and fund them to the favorable 
level that has been reached today. A company should be informed of its 
cost and understand the obligations it must meet, but  it should be free to 
meet these obligations in its own way and in its own time. Only in this 
way can we ,expect to see a continuation in the fine growth of private 
pension plans, both for new plans and improvements in old plans. 

Flexibility in determining the current level of contributions is vitally 
important for most companies. We have seen it in the casualty insurance 
companies, where contributions were decreased in years of sizable losses 
such as occurredwhen Hazel and Betsy created such havoc. We have seen 
it in utility companies who have made extra contributions when the 
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revenues were unusually large and profits greater following cold winters 
or hot summers. We saw it in the case of steel companies who reduce 
contributions in the years in which they had prolonged industrial strikes. 
Flexibility in the amount of company contributions has been an important 
factor in the companies' financial planning. 

I t  is fine to set forth long-range objectives and goals based upon level 
of funding and adequacy of the fund, but let it remain with the company 
to plot its own course to reach these objectives. I do not believe that it is 
necessary for the government, the accounting profession, actuaries, or 
someone else to establish rigid rules which call for set contribution levels 
in order to meet a desirable objective which can be reached under current 
regulations and practices. A company should be left free to establish its 
own patterns to reach these goals and even to change them as conditions 
change in the future. Current practices have done a fine job in the past, 
and I see no need for any change in this area. 

There is one other comment that I would like to make in regard to 
adequacy of funding. I do not believe that an adequate standard of fund- 
ing, as defined by Frank Grifl~n, can be firmly established without also 
considering the plan design. It  seems to me that the funding objective of 
a plan that is negotiated with the union every few years to provide greater 
benefits might require a very different approach than a unilateral plan 
with benefits based on the average of earnings during the years just prior 
to retirement. In the former case, we can assume that there will be in- 
creasing liabilities in the future, whereas, in the latter case, future im- 
provements may already have been taken care of by the formula itself. 
Thus, the period to reach the objective for the union-negotiated plans 
might be a shorter period, since we can reasonably expect additional in- 
crements to be added. This can be expressed in another fashion by asking 
the question "How do we set goals for adequacy of funding for an in- 
adequate plan that must be amended in the futureP" Which is more 
important: (a) to fund benefits adequately to protect employees in the 
event the plan is terminated or (b) to make the benefit adequate on a 
thinner funding basis so that retired employees will have better standards 
of living, on the assumption that the company will continue to operate in 
the future? I t  may not be the job of the actuary to answer these questions, 
but it is certainly the actuary's responsibility to be sure the client under- 
stands the implications of these questions. 

JOHN K. DYER, yR.: 

Mr. Griffin's timely paper should be of particular value to pension 
actuaries in inspiring them to consider more objectively and critically 
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the actuarial cost methods that they may adopt on behalf of their 
clients. At the same time, hopefully, the paper may serve some important 
collateral purposes--such as to demonstrate the fallacy of public criti- 
cisms of actuaries for their "uncertainty" and to give some logical direc- 
tion to the thinking of those who would attempt to legislate actuarial 
soundness. 

I agree that the author's dual funding objective, which forms the key- 
note of the paper, does, in fact, represent a logical and desirable funding 
objective in many cases. I was a little disturbed to note that as the paper 
unfolded there seemed to be an increasing tendency to employ this ob- 
jective as though it were the ultimate truth rather than simply one test of 
funding adequacy, appropriate in some but not all circumstances. 

The concept of "accrued benefits," seemingly a simple one, has many 
pitfalls. Only in the case of a plan which defines clearly and precisely the 
partial benefits that each employee may expect to receive in the event of 
plan termination can this concept be interpreted with certainty. In many, 
and perhaps most, cases the emphasis upon a continuing plan is so great 
that the full benefit upon retirement is the only one of which the employ- 
ees are really aware. In this situation an employee's partial benefit ex- 
pectation at any point short of retirement age might be quite different 
from the "accrued benefit" that the actuary might determine, from a 
termination formula or otherwise. This raises some doubt as to whether 
the funding of such an "accrued benefit" can generally be considered as 
"full funding," especially in the case of a plan which promises benefits 
based on final pay. To illustrate, there have been cases in which a final 
pay plan has been replaced by a career pay or profit-sharing plan and 
where the past-service credits representing rights accrued under the old 
plan have been established on a basis more favorable than would result 
from the application of the old plan formula to the earnings rate at the 
point of change. 

A similar doubt arises as to the adequacy of the "stable contribution" 
test when applied to a career pay plan. Many actuaries feel that, for a 
career pay plan, a higher level of funding should be maintained than for 
a final pay plan--in effect, funding against the greater risk that the 
benefits of the career pay plan may become inadequate. Thus if "normal 
cost plus interest" is satisfactory as one of the tests of funding adequacy 
for a final pay plan, it could be maintained that for a career pay plan the 
corresponding test should be based upon a higher level of funding (as- 
suming equivalent actuarial assumptions, of course). 

Finally, I should like to underline the rather obvious points that "com- 
plete benefit security" is an ideal but quite unattainable objective and 
that "overfunding" is a technical condition determinable only by refer- 
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ence to some arbitrary measure of benefit security. I t  is from these truths 
tha t  our prized funding flexibilities are derived. I f  we are to retain these 
flexibilities, it is incumbent upon us to avoid statements which, in or out  
of context, could be used in support of s ta tu tory  limitations on funding 
levels. 

PAUL H. JACKSON: 

Mr. Griffin, in his excellent paper, takes up the fundamental question 
of "How much money is really necessary?" in pension funding. The paper 
is of particular importance in view of the current considerations being 
given to the accounting aspects of pension costs. The paper sets out the 
clear-cut logic underlying one particular funding method and demon- 
strates that the funds developed are adequate for benefit security, even 
though that method may not measure up to what accountants or others 
might wish to suggest as "minimum requirements." 

The paper states, "As a general rule, therefore, there is no basic con- 
flict between a company and its employees in the funding of a retirement 
plan." There are, of course, many situations in which the interests of the 
company and its employees will coincide. In a very real sense, however, 
there are basic differences between the interests of (a) the stockholders of 
a company, (b) the customers of the company, and (c) the employees. An 
increase in compensation costs, whether pensions or direct pay, probably 
results in decreased profit to current stockholders or in higher prices to 
current customers. Therefore, a mandatory increase in pension costs 
through the enforcement of unrealistic minimum funding regulations 
may result in a near-future depressing of the level of pension benefits or 
of pay rates, in a current depressing of profits, or in a current increase in 
price to the customer, with any such changes being counterbalanced by 
opposite changes in the distant future. The "general rule" stated is not, 
however, fundamental to either the argument or to the conclusions drawn 
in the paper. 

Chart II of the paper illustrates the excess fund developed under a 
projected-benefit method with a level cost over an individual's working 
career as opposed to the fund that would be developed under a step-rate 
cost method funding only the accrued liabilities. In practice, this excess 
may arise from two sources: (I) a basic actuarial excess that results from 
the use of level costs for funding to replace the actual costs, which have 
an increasing pattern, and (2) an excess that may arise out of the use of 
actuarial assumptions for determining projected benefits that produce 
values larger than the termination liability. Under plans with career aver- 
age formulas or fiat benefits, the second item of excess does not normally 
arise. 

On the other hand, if a final pay plan is fully funded on the unit- 
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credit method with a realistic salary scale and modest withdrawal rates, 
then a surplus may emerge at plan termination simply because the ac- 
crued benefits for funding purposes are based on a projected final average 
pay discounted for some withdrawal, while the benefits actually granted 
at plan termination would be based on current pay or a recent past- 
average pay. Of course, it would be possible to base close-out benefits on 
a projected final average by applying the salary-scale factor used for 
funding to current pay rates. This is rarely done directly, however, and 
possibly the IRS would not permit such an artificial increase in benefits. 
Most, if not all, of the illustrations in the paper are based on a flat benefit 
per year of service, so that the "unnecessary" excess funding arises only 
from the first source, that is, the excess funds built up by the use of a 
level premium. Where benefits are based on final pay, the entry-age-nor- 
mal contribution with full amortization could produce a much larger 
degree of excess funding than the example in the paper because of this 
second source. And, for integrated plans with excess benefits or stepped-up 
benefit rates, the excess funding from this second source is greatly in- 
creased. Thus the examples used may actually understate the case. 

The paper suggests that there has been a tendency in the past to use 
conservative actuarial assumptions. This is no doubt true over all, but, 
looking to the individual assumptions, the salary-scale factors have quite 
generally been inadequate. In the past ten years or so, actuarial losses 
arising from salary increases in excess of salary-scale assumptions have 
been less than the excess-interest gains for many mature pension funds. 
I t  remains to be seen whether this relationship will hold true in the future. 
If wage inflation were to occur in a period of failing stock prices, as is 
currently the case in some European countries, and possibly here too, the 
inadequacy in salary-scale factors will not conveniently be offset by 
realized and unrealized capital gains. Realism in salary-scale factors 
appears even more desirable when minimum adequate funding, as sug- 
gested in the paper, is followed. 

Where an employer anticipates an interest yield of 6 per cent during 
the first thirty years of his pension fund, a valuation based on a 3½ per 
cent interest assumption could not be considered realistic (unless there 
are offsetting elements in the form of nonconservative mortality, turn- 
over, or salary-scale assumptions). Under such circumstances, even the 
payment of normal cost and interest only will result in deliberate plan 
funding based on anticipated actuarial gains. The use of realistic assump- 
tions for  valuation will eliminate such anticipated actuarial gains, and 
then the funding must rely on either the immaturity of the group or on 
specific additional payments over the going-concern level cost, or both. 
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When accountants propose minimum and maximum limits on the pen- 
sion contributions that will be accepted for accounting purposes and when 
the IRS imposes further minimum and maximum limits for tax-deducti- 
bility, it becomes ever more likely that a given employer will be forced 
into several pension valuations, that is, a formal valuation for tax pur- 
poses, possibly another for accounting purposes, and, almost certainly, 
yet another conducted on realistic assumptions for management consider- 
ation. In connection with the latter type of valuation, the use of current 
market value for assets may be justified, but a measure of asset value 
that has a greater degree of stability than current market value seems 
desirable for the tax and accounting valuations. 

The paper suggests a third reason for pension funding, namely, to 
provide a financial cushion that is built up as a safety factor so that a 
company can vary its pension contributions with fluctuating earnings. 
Not only do company earnings fluctuate with the economic cycle, but 
they are likely to depend on the relative maturity of the company and the 
industry. The rapid growth of companies in some industries and the con- 
current decline of companies in other industries suggest that reasonable 
funding requirements should permit a company to pay more into its 
pension fund during the period when profits are at their peak in order to 
permit a decrease in pension costs in the company's declining years with- 
out necessitating a cutback in benefits. Unfortunately, the accountants 
would apparently prefer to require uniform payments from all organiza- 
tions regardless of their youthfulness or senility. And, in much the same 
manner, there can be a temptation for actuaries to follow the funding 
procedure suggested in the paper for all companies. Corporations need 
self-dis~:ipline in their pension funding just as an individual needs self- 
discipline if he "buys term insurance and saves the difference." But, 
carrying this analogy one step further, just as an accountant should not 
force the individual to purchase ordinary life insurance, neither should 
an accountant force a corporation to build up full net level premium 
reserves for pensions when Mr. Grififin's "Illinois method" clearly devel- 
ops adequate funds. 

There are many actuaries who will personally prefer heavier funding 
for most of the plans that they work on, and many employers may wish to 
put  more into their pension plans than the minimum described in Mr. 
Griffin's paper. If there must be regulation, however, be it direct or in- 
direct, all concerned would seem to profit by having the widest possible 
range in "acceptable" pension contributions. Mr. Griffin has made an 
excellent case for the right of some companies to pay less than normal 
cost and thirty-year amortization. At the same time, it is entirely possible 
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that some organizations, perhaps newly established or rapidly growing, 
can find valid justification in adopting a pension plan on a pay-as-you-go 
basis, on a terminal-funding basis, or on some other funding basis that is 
even less strict than the basis suggested by Mr. Griffin. By denying such 
companies the right to embark on a pension scheme unless they pay 
amounts which actuaries, accountants, or others feel are "desirable," such 
companies may merely defer the adoption of a formal pension program. 
And, if IRS should ever adopt rules that deny the employer a tax deduc- 
tion for his payments to a pay-as-you-go plan on an informal basis, these 
firms may simply shrug their shoulders when their old-timers are no 
longer able to work, keep them on the active payroll for a few months, 
and then drop them. Whether the personal heartache that results from 
such a procedure will be offset by the added benefits gained by regulation 
and soundness is questionable. 

Some actuaries have apparently already concluded that a pension plan 
which is underfunded is worse than no pension plan at all. I t  is difficult 
indeed to argue with a logic that sparkles with such a hard gemlike 
flamc unless, that is, one happens to be the particular individual who is 
now receiving no pension at all simply because his ex-employer was un- 
able to meet the stiff requirements for an absolutely sound plan. 

Mr. Griffin's paper raises the interesting question of whether ac- 
countants or others could possibly justify forcing employers to amortize 
what amounts to an imaginary liability merely for the sake of comparabil- 
ity or consistency. Going a bit further, surely a question could be raised 
as to whether a formal pension fund with a positive current balance really 
constitutes a crime against society because the funds on hand are less 
than a theoretical number derived by actuarial formulas and acceptable 
funding principles but based in the final analysis on mere assumptions 
regarding the likelihood of future happenings which, for those of us who 
are scientifically oriented, must be considered as indeterminable. 

Mr. Griffin's paper illustrates funding methods that come closer to 
consulting actuarial practice than anything in the extant literature. He 
is to be congratulated on a clear-cut exposition of the very important 
aspect of adequacy in pension funding. 

WALTER $HUR: 

Mr. Gri~n has made a real contribution in identifying clearly the two 
basic purposes of funding a pension plan and in pointing up the differ- 
ence between amortizing the unfunded cost of accrued benefits and the 
unfunded accrued (or actuarial) liability. 

I t  was noted in the paper that an organization of undisputed per- 
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manence, such as the federal government, might properly forgo measur- 
ing up to the single-sum cost of accrued benefits but should meet the 
requirement of stabilizing long-range costs. In February, 1965, the Presi- 
dent appointed a Cabinet Committee on Federal Staff Retirement 
Systems to review, among other things, the financial soundness of these 
systems. The funding recommendations of this Committee's report, as 
they apply to the important Civil Service Retirement System, would 
appear to be of interest in the light of Mr. Grif~n's paper and in the light 
of the President's report on private pensions. 

Two important factors related to the Committee's funding proposals 
are (1) it has been estimated that, without improved funding, the Civil 
Service Retirement and Disability Fund would vanish in about twenty- 
five years and (2) the Committee recommended a number of liberallza- 
tions 3 in the program which would increase the unfunded accrued liability 
by about $3 billion and the normal cost by about 1 per cent. With these 
changes, the unfunded accrued liability would be about $45 billion 
(against a fund of about $15 billion), and the normal cost would be about 
14½ per cent. 

The Committee made three basic recommendations with regard to 
improved funding: 

1. The total of employee and government contributions should be equal to 
normal cost, and future benefit liberalizations that increase the normal cost 
should be reflected by correspondingly increased contribution rates. 

2. Future increases in unfunded accrued liability resulting from benefit 
liberalizations, general wage increases, and so forth, should be amortized over 
a thirty-year period by direct government appropriations to the fund, in ac- 
cordance with an arithmetically increasing amortization schedule. For example, 
the $3 billion increase in unfunded accrued liability resulting from the Com- 
mittee's recommendations would be financed by contributing approximately 
$12 million in the first year, $24 million in the second year, $36 million in the 
third year, and, finally, $360 million in the thirtieth year. The Committee noted 
that this arrangement "avoids large accumulations in the early years." 

3. The Committee recognized that there were strains on the fund not covered 
by the first two recommendations, principally failure to pay interest on the 
existing unfunded accrued liability and payment directly from the fund of 
automatic increases in retired benefits because of increases in the consumer price 
index. I t  was recommended, therefore, that Congress make automatic payments 

8 The most interesting of these proposed liberalizations is one that provides that an 
employee who is entitled to benefits under the Civil Service plan will receive the greater 
of (1) the regular benefit provided by the plan or (2) the benefit that would have been 
paid under social security if federal service had been considered covered employment 
under the social security system. 
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to the fund (without the need for current appropriations, that is, in the same 
manner that interest is paid on the public debt) whenever the fund would other- 
wise decrease from the prior year and whenever the fund would otherwise be less 
than the accumulated value of all employees' past contributions. 

I t  is interesting that the Committee based a part of its proposal on 
the concept of maintaining the fund at least equal to employees' equities. 
As Mr. Griffin pointed out, and I would agree with him, there is no real 
necessity for this in a plan backed by the taxing power of the federal 
government. I t  was undoubtedly felt that, while going only part way, this 
would be an easier concept to sell than more difficult actuarial concepts, 
such as payment of interest on the unfunded accrued liability. 

The real significance of the foregoing is di/ficult to evaluate when we 
recognize that the fund, which consists entirely of United States govern- 
ment bonds, is nothing more than formal recognition of government 
obligations to the retirement system, and the $45 billion unfunded ac- 
crued liability is nothing more than failure to recognize formally an 
obligation that is just as real. As Mr. Griffin noted, however, appropriate 
funding is required, if for no other reason than to avoid misleading those 
who foot the bill (in this case, the taxpayer). This problem was discussed 
in considerable detail in my paper on the subject a few years ago (TSA, 
XVI, 265) and needs no further elaboration here. 

ABRAHAM M. NIESSEN"  

There is nothing more damaging to the public image of the actuarial 
profession than the disagreement among actuaries regarding what makes 
a pension plan sound and what makes it unsound. Recently, actuarial 
literature has begun dealing with the problem of setting down certain 
principles regarding the question of actuarial soundness. Mr. Griffin's 
paper is an important and timely contribution in this area. 

The paper does much to clarify the confusion that exists in the minds 
of some of our professional brethren as to the intimate connection between 
the adequacy of a particular funding method and the type of plan to 
which this method applies. The author did an excellent job in stimulating 
clear thinking on the subject and in analyzing the true meaning of certain 
accrued and unfunded liability figures that are frequently considered basic 
to an evaluation of actuarial soundness. 

For me, as an actuary serving a federally administered retirement 
plan, Mr. Grifl~n's paper has special significance in that it draws a clear 
distinction between plans that can be presumed to be permanent and 
plans whose permanence is open to question. For plans of the former type, 
Mr. Griffin would be satisfied with a method of financing that calls for 
paying entry-age-normal (EAN) costs plus interest on the unfunded 
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accrued liability (UAL). This is essentially the method of financing used 
for the railroad retirement system. We at the Board have always been 
saying that this method is proper for our system, but some people have at 
one time or another taken issue with us on this point. I am delighted to 
have an endorsement of our views by an authority of Mr. Gri~n's stature. 

Mr. Griffin's paper also lends indirect support to my view that UAL 
figures computed under the customary definition are not of particular 
relevance for the railroad retirement system. I have discussed this prob- 
lem in a paper that appeared in the 1954 volume of the Transactions and 
in a special monograph published in 1963 as RRB Actuarial Study No. 7. 
In the railroad retirement case, the issue is even further confused by the 
fact that contributions with respect to future entrants are scheduled to 
be higher than EAN costs as well as by the financial co-ordination with 
the social security system. This, in my opinion, is a prime example of how 
misleading the indiscriminate use of UAL figures can be in certain circum- 
stances. 

I t  is my sincere hope that Mr. Griffin's excellent paper will once and for 
all make it unnecessary for us to defend ourselves against allegations of 
unsound funding based on UAL figures that we occasionally publish in 
the interest of full disclosure of actuarial facts. 

ROBERT D. KRINSKY AND .TACK M. ELKIN: 

We agree in general with Mr. Griffin's suggestion of a funding objective 
that looks to the accumulation of assets equal to the larger of (1) the 
lump-sflm cost of accrued (or vested) benefits computed on a plan-close- 
out basis or (2) the amount that would have resulted from the payment 
year after year of the normal cost plus interest on the unfunded actuarial 
liability on the entry-age-normal method. 

The illustrations in Mr. Grififin's paper are based mainly on plans pay- 
ing a flat benefit per year of service without limitation on the number of 
years of service. A substantial number of plans, however, limit the num- 
ber of years that may be credited to a specific period such as 20, 25, or 
30 years. In these cases, the "accrued benefit," the cost of which is to be 
met, can be thought of in at least two ways, namely, as (1) the fiat benefit 
per year multiplied by the number of years of service to the maximum 
creditable or (2) the maximum benefit payable multiplied by the ratio 
of the years of service to such years increased by the years remaining to 
normal retirement age. The two definitions coalesce, of course, in the 
case of an employee whose years of service at his normal retirement age, 
ff he continued in service until then, would not exceed the maximum 
creditable under the plan. 

Under the first definition, the cost of accrued benefits is always lower 
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than the accrued liability calculated on the entry-age-normal cost meth- 
od in the case of an employee whose service at normal retirement age will 
not exceed the maximum creditable. In other cases, the accrued-benefit 
cost is lower until some, usually short, time before the maximum credit- 
able service period is completed; thereafter it is higher, until retirement, 
when, of course, it is equal. 

Under definition l, 

( x  - w ) N ,  
Accrued-benefit cost = 

Dx 

B,~. , N ,  N~ -- N ,  
Accrued liability -- Nw -- N," D .  ' 

where 

B~,,, = benefit payable a t  age r on basis of service from age w, 
x = present age, 
w = entry age. 

The accrued-benefit cost is less than the accrued liability if 

B,~ . , (N~ , - -N , )  
> x - - w .  

N,~ -- N ,  

If  B~., = r -- w, the accrued liability exceeds the accrued benefit if 

( r - - w ) ( N , ~ - - N = )  
> x - - w ;  

N,~-- N ,  
that is, if 

N : - N :  N ,~ - -N ,  
X - -7 .0  r ~ 7 . o  

The left side is the average of the first x -- w, and the right side of the 
first r -- w, D values starting with D, .  Since D is a decreasing [unction 
of age and since r > x, the first average always exceeds the second. 

For B , , ,  sufficiently (depending on the service table used) less than 
r -- w, the inequality is reversed. 

If  this first definition of accrued benefits is used as the basis for a 
government-mandated vesting provision, it could, in some funds, especial- 
ly those with fixed negotiated contribution rates, create serious problems 
by adding substantially to the cost. 

From the point of view of equity, it also would seem that the second 
definition is preferable. Consider the case of the two workers in the same 
industry who begin work in neighboring cities at age 30, one under Pen- 
sion Plan A, the other under Plan B. Each plan pays a normal benefit of 
$100 at age 65 after twenty-five years of service. The first worker remains 
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covered by Plan A throughout his working lifetime; the second moves to 
the jurisdiction of Plan A at age 50, after twenty years under Plan B. 
Under the first definition of accrued benefits, the first worker would get 
a monthly pension of $100, while the second, merely by the act of moving 
to a neighboring city, would get -~ of $100 plus ~-~ of $100, or $140 per 
month. Under the second definition of accrued benefits, the second worker 
would receive ~-~ of $100 plus ½~ of $100, or $100 per month, the same as 
the first worker. 

A plan providing a benefit equal to a percentage of salary per year of 
service produces a relationship between the cos t  of accrued benefits and 
accumulations on entry-age-normal funding analagous to that in Chart 
I I  of Mr. Griffin's paper. I t  should be noted, however, that, when a 
salary scale is used in the calculations of accruals on entry-age-normal 
cost funding, the accumulations are substantially larger than if no salary 
scale were used, and the excess of the accumulations over the cost of 
accrued benefits is much greater. 

The remainder of our comments deal with the adequacy of pension 
fund contributions and the amortization of the "maximum fund that ever 
need be accumulated." 

As Mr. Griffin suggests, it does not seem reasonable that the period of 
amortization should be the same for a plan covering a handful of employ- 
ees of a corporation that is likely to terminate when the principals retire 
or die as for a plan covering the employees of a corporate giant in a basic 
industry. In general, the amortization period could be much longer for 
the latter. Similarly, for a multiemployer, industry-wide plan that is 
likely to exist as long as the industry exists, regardless of the fate of 
individual employers, a relatively long amortization schedule seems ap- 
propriate. 

The fact that contributions are fixed by negotiation, however, may 
give rise to a special problem. A contraction of the industry, because of 
automation, for example, is most often at the expense of the short-service 
employees, with the result that the per capita unfunded accrued liability 
may increase. If the fixed contribution had been meeting actuarial costs 
on an interest-only or near interest-only schedule, it may fail to do so 
after the contraction. The same situation may occur, of course, in a con- 
tracting single-employer plan that is being financed by means of a fixed 
negotiated contribution. State and local government funds, of course, 
are in a class by themselves; from the standpoint of adequacy, there is 
seldom any need for rapid funding. 

Apart from the purely actuarial considerations, we feel that mandatory 
funding requirements and vesting provisions as prerequisites to plan 
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approval may distort the correct priorities in the establishment of pension 
plans. Mandatory vesting may impede the establishment of new pension 
plans. A pension plan can be a significant item in total labor cost. To 
increase this cost initially--as vesting would--may increase an employer's 
reluctance to undertake the cost. On the other hand, if pension plans are 
permitted to establish themselves without the additional cost of vesting, 
if they are permitted to maintain their own priorities among higher 
initial benefits, early retirement benefits, and vesting, they may very well 
eventually adopt all these provisions. 

That vesting is desirable is accepted by almost everyone. And most 
people concerned with the establishment and operation of pension plans 
see vesting as a present or future improvement in their plans, Greater 
knowledge among those covered by pension plans of exactly what rights 
accrue to them under the plans, and increased discussion of vesting, will 
accelerate the present trend toward vesting in existing pension plans. 
Mandatory funding will remove much of the flexibility from the develop- 
ment and growth of pension plans. 

Most pension plan administrators, recognizing that the plans may not 
continue in perpetuity, that they may some day be terminated, do adopt 
schedules which amortize past-service liability. But actuarial gains, 
fluctuations in experience, changes in benefit levels, acquisition of new 
companies, admission of new groups of employers (in the case of multi- 
employer pension plans), changing cash requirements of a corporate 
enterprise, plus the hundreds of other changes that are likely to take 
place in an emerging pension program, make fixed, mandated amortiza- 
tion objectives difficult to achieve. 

Prudent financial and actuarial policies dictate that reasonable con- 
servatism be one of the criteria for scheduling contributions to support a 
program. And this often dictates amortization, since both the actuary and 
his client recognize that no enterprise is perpetual. However, the degree 
and type of amortization that is most appropriate to any business or 
industry can generally best be determined by the employer and the union, 
if any, not by a government agency. 

HER.BERT L. ~FEAY: 

I have enjoyed reading Mr. Griffin's paper. One purpose of a good 
paper should be to disturb complacency and to cause thinking on the 
subject it covers. Mr. Griffin's paper has done this for me, and the extent 
of the discussions submitted here indicates that this is true for others. 

One of the main sources of difficulty for an understanding of pension 
funding is the confusion regarding the purposes of the valuations made to 
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support employer contributions reported in federal income tax returns. 
The ingenuity of actuaries has produced a large number of variations in 
methods and standards for determining the present value of benefits and 
for providing for that present value by annual payments in the future. 
These methods and standards will give a wide distribution of annual 
pension plan contribution amounts for the current year and for future 
years. The primary concern of these calculations is support for the cur- 
rent deduction in the tax return and is not the determination of the proper 
ultimate funding costs. 

Mr. Griffin is concerned about overfunding of pension plans. I doubt 
if there are many plans that are now overfunded, and I am of the opinion 
that there are now a number of plans that will be underfunded if the 
current levels of contributions are continued. 

Mr. Griffin emphasizes the unit-credit and the entry-age-normal cost 
methods of calculating funding costs. The entry-age-normal cost method 
will usually give a greater accrued-liability total and a smaller normal- 
cost present-value total than the unit-credit method. The entry-age- 
normal method will thus usually give a greater degree of flexibility for 
contributions. This greater flexibility is more evident after the plan has 
been in effect for a few years and prior contributions have been larger 
than the absolute minimum. If the employer is interested in as low an 
initial cost as possible, the unit-credit method for normal costs plus 
interest only on the unfunded liability will probably give the desired 
results. If the employer wants to make higher contributions in the earlier 
years for a plan and to have a basis for greater flexibility later to meet 
the effects of inflation or of reduced business profits, the normal-cost 
method is likely to be the better funding procedure. 

These same considerations can extend to the selection of the actuarial 
standards other than the calculation method. These other standards 
include the interest rate, the termination rates for active employees, 
retirement rates, the mortality rates for various classes of retired lives 
(early, disability, normal, and deferred), and the expenses of the pension 
plan. Conservative standards for the unit-credit method can give about 
the same funding costs as more realistic standards for the entry-age-nor- 
mal cost method. Certainty of such an equality, of course, can only be 
secured by two separat e yaluations, using the two sets of methods and 
standards. 

Regardless of the valuation methods an d standards followed, the prob- 
lems of overfunding will not come up until the assets of the fund exceed 
the minimum desirable funding total. At that time it should not be diffi- 
cult to change valuation standards and methods so as to eliminate any 
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danger of future overfunding. The new standards and methods will 
reduce the contributions otherwise allowed as tax-return deductions from 
income and will probably be readily acceptable to the income tax authori- 
ties. 

In this connection, I point out that the main concern of the income 
tax authorities is the current tax deduction for contributions and not the 
future guaranteed safety of the plan. 

Mr. Grifl~n demonstrates that if a pension plan has an increasing 
deferred-pension liability that is supported by assets producing income 
at a sufficient rate in excess of valuation rate, the excess-interest earnings 
will fund the unfunded liability established for the plan on its effective 
date. Such large excess-interest gains indicate the desirability of increasing 
the valuation interest rate. 

In no part of his discussion does Mr. Griffin mention the expenses of 
operation for a pension plan. These expenses are certainly part of the cost 
of a pension plan for which funding (payments) must be provided. Admin- 
istrative expenses for active employees probably can be assumed to re- 
main fairly constant, but expenses of paying pension benefits after re- 
tirement should be funded in advance of retirement. Certainly the 
present value of future expenses should be included with the single-pre- 
mium value of accrued benefits in determining the minimum desirable 
amount of funded liability. 

Mr. Griffin does not cover disability benefits or death benefits-of 
pension plans in his determination of funding costs. Frequently these 
benefits are included on what is called a "one-year term basis." Actually, 
this is equivalent to terminal funding, since the costs for each plan year 
equal the reserve liabilities and the benefit payments for the claims ap- 
proved in that particular year. The costs for these supplementary bene- 
fits will increase for Mr. Griffln's immature groups. These costs need to 
be considered in a realistic appraisal of future benefit costs for funding 
purposes. 

The paper has no comment on the funding requirements for costs of 
early retirement benefits and for optional pensions. The assumption that 
these costs will be eliminated by "actuarial equivalent" factors is not 
correct for many plans. 

Mr. Grifl~n's "another possible approach" at the end of his paper 
provides a suggested procedure for pension plan calculations. The actuary 
can make a careful and exact valuation of all benefits provided by a 
pension plan, using standards that he has determined to be his best 
estimates of future results for investment earnings, plan expenses, ter- 
mination rates, disability rates, and mortality rates for active employees 
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and for retired employees. The calculations can have a specified target 
date (such as thirty years in the future) for calculations on a "close-out 
basis" at that  future date, as suggested by Mr. Griffin. Reasonable as- 
sumptions can be made for the future size of the work force, for future 
new entrants, and for future compensation scales. The employer contri- 
butions for the plan costs determined on this proposed basis can then be 
spread over the thirty years by some method. The employer can first 
be given the estimated level annual contribution for the thirty-year 
period and then advised of how actual payments can be varied, within 
limits, up or down from these level amounts. Actual experience will differ 
from the estimates for this more exact valuation, but  the differences 
should be much less for the exact valuation than for many valuations 
made for tax purposes. Such actuarial gains and losses for the exact 
valuation can be used to adjust the thirty-year period for the next exact 
valuation. These extensive valuations are probably needed only about 
once every five years. 

After the true level annual costs have been determined to the best 
ability of the actuary and the employer has made a reasonable estimate 
of the contributions that  he proposes to make for the next three or four 
years, valuation methods and standards can then be established for the 
valuations to support deductible contributions for the income tax return. 

There are analogies for this proposal and the procedure used to deter- 
mine gross premiums for nonparficipating life insurance. The gross pre- 
miums are calculated on realistic standards for death claims, expenses, 
terminations, and investment returns. Frequently a specified period, such 
as thirty years, is covered by the calculations and the value at the end of 
thirty years taken as the cash value or the cash value plus a surplus 
allowance. The valuations made for the state insurance departments for 
the insurance sold at the gross premiums so determined are made in ac- 
cordance with the requirements of the insurance laws. The gross premiums 
have no simply defined relationship to the valuation net premiums. 

Mr. Griffin states that  an organization of undisputed permanence can 
properly fund a pension plan with contributions equal to the normal 
costs plus interest on the unfunded liability. He indicates that  this is a 
minimum necessity to show "the true long-range costs of the benefits 
which have been adopted." I see no good reason for excluding social 
security from this test. 

I understand Mr. Griffn's concern about ultimate overfunding of a 
pension plan. I doubt if there are many plans that are now overfunded, 
although, if contributions are continued at current levels, some of them 
can become overfunded. I t  seems to me that the greater danger currently 
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for many plans is underfunding, unless current annual contributions are 
increased in the future. Decreasing future contributions to avoid over- 
funding will usually be easier than increasing these contributions to 
prevent underfunding. 

RICHARD DASKAIS : 

The author has assumed that any year's pension costs (or charges 
against income for pensions) are equal to pension contributions for the 
year--that is, the employer is using cash pension accounting rather than 
accrual pension accounting. This is now the general, but not universal, 
practice in American pension plans. 

It is quite possible that in the near future the principal recommenda- 
tion of the Hicks report 4 will be put into practice by accountants and 
that accrual pension accounting will become the rule rather than the 
exception. The pension contributions of an employer who accounts for 
pension costs on an accrual basis may be determined by considerations 
of employee security, opportunities for investment within and outside 
the pension fund, income taxes, availability of cash, and so forth. The 
employer need not stabilize contributions in order to stabilize pension- 
expense charges, since these charges are largely independent of contribu- 
tions. 

With accrual pension accounting, funding is divorced from accounting, 
and the reasons stated in the paper for a minimum contribution of normal 
cost and interest under the entry-age-normal method appear to become 
reasons for a charge of normal cost and interest. 

BARNET N. BERIN: 

To the outsider, one of the puzzling things about pension funding is 
how a particular method is chosen. The author is concerned with pro- 
jected-benefit methods but evidently feels that the accrued-benefit 
approach may be a better measure of adequacy at a particular point in 
time. The questions of funding methods in general and of actuarial 
assumptions and their effects are not really covered. They both relate 
to concepts of adequacy. 

In theory, at least, the choice of actuarial assumptions should be 
independent of the choice of funding method. Actuarial assumptions 
should represent appropriate estimates of rates of interest, mortality, 
turnover, salary scale, and disability, with rates of interest, turnover, and 

* Avvountingfor the Cost of Pension Plans (New York: American Institute of Certified 
Public Accountants, 1965). 
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salary increase related to the employer's probable experience. Once these 
are set, the funding method should be one of the six or more recognized 
methods which best meets the employer's objectives. All funding methods 
reach the same goal if we consider one employee whose retirement bene- 
fit is funded over his working lifetime. The employer's objective can lead 
to a funding method where the costs gradually rise (as a percentage of 
salary or as a dollar charge per life), where they are level, or where they 
gradually decrease. (The condition implicit here is that actuarial experi- 
ence is exactly realized.) In the absence of an employer objective, the 
specifics of the case will shape the actuary's choice. 

Once a set of actuarial assumptions and a funding method have been 
chosen, an analysis of experience gains and losses is essential. If one of 
the assumptions is poor--with continued actuarial losses leading to 
rising costs, that is, over-all losses--it should be changed. By annual 
examination of gain-and-loss components, the appropriateness of the 
assumptions can be checked over a period of time. In subsequent years, 
it may become important to lower costs, based upon changes in the 
actuarial assumptions, to meet benefit increases without changing the 
level of over-all costs or to enable the employer to skip contributions. 
Without a complete gain-and-loss analysis, such changes cannot be done 
in a professional manner. 

The author refers to the cardinal principles of life insurance as sup- 
porting the "level premium" funding methods. This argument is weak. 
There are generally no surrender values comparable to life insurance 
policies' cash values in the funding of pension plans. The "risks" in life 
insurance are generally maximum at issue and decrease thereafter, while 
in a pension plan the "risks" gradually increase over the employee's 
working lifetime. 

Some actuaries have felt that the accrued-benefit cost method--the 
unit-credit method--represents a reasonable approach to funding where 
a specific benefit is defined for each year of service. In practice, the 
accrued-benefit, cost does not increase from year to year. Mr. Robert F. 
Link's discussion (TSA, IV, 665) concerning the unit-credit method and 
the average premium age is still relevant. 

The author is concerned with the definition of accrued liabilities. The 
balance-sheet approach shown has the weakness that some of the asset 
items are at best contingent assets. I t  might be better to define the accrued 
liabilities as (1) -- (2) and assets as (4), with the unfunded liability equal 
to (5). This approach can be used in all funding methods. 
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An interesting point is whether a stationary population will in fact 
ever occur. Is this concept an instructive one, or does it lead to confusion? 

The accumulation of funds to back accrued benefits or to back vested 
benefits is a major distinction that implies very different financial ob- 
jectives. Is the "vested benefits" approach feasible? 

A discussion of these points would expand the material on the Part  
9E syllabus and he helpful to the students. 

OREST T. DACKOW: 

The current dialogue now taking place in the pension area strongly 
suggests to me that within the next few years we will be faced with 
amendments in the provisions of the Internal Revenue Code dealing with 
pension plans. These amendments will undoubtedly reflect to some degree 
the recommendations of the President's Committee on Corporate Pension 
Funds and the ideas being put  forth at the public bearings now being 
held by the fiscal subcommittee of the joint economic committee, headed 
by Representative Martha W. Grifl~ths. 

I t  seems clear to me that utter chaos wili result if it is decided to adopt 
one set of guidelines to ensure that pension plans follow some funding 
standards and a second, unrelated, set of standards through the Internal 
Revenue Code governing the employer's tax position in regard to his 
contributions to the plan. Those wishing to promote employee security 
would desire at least the funding of accrued benefits and preferably an 
even higher level of funding. The Treasury, on the other hand, might well 
feel that the maximum level of funding for which an employer should 
expect tax relief is the complete funding of accrued benefits. These proba- 
bly diverse objectives in two sets of guidelines would make pension plan 
administration an even more complex matter than it currently is. 

For those of you who believe that this is an idle fear, an unrealistic 
nightmare, I would simply remind you of the situation currently existing 
in Canada, where the provinces have jurisdiction over the funding stand- 
ards with which pension plans must comply and the federal government 
regulates the employer's tax position. Under this dual set of standards, 
conflicts have arisen concerning the treatment of employer contributions 
to plans that are currently in an oveffunded status. 

The author concludes his paper by stating: 

Increasing pressures for regulation, which come largely from sources unfamiliar 
with actuarial distinctions and the requirements for benefit security, place a 
responsibility on actuaries to provide appropriate definitions and to direct 
these pressures into the right channels. 

I believe that this is an understatement of our responsibilities in the area. 
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DAVIS H. ROENISCH: 

Mr. Griffin is to be commended and congratulated on his paper, 
particularly on making a clear distinction between the "actuarial liabil- 
i ty" and the "cost of accrued benefits." I t  is easy to concur with the 
positions presented by his paper. 

Several minor points might be noted. First, I have some comments 
with regard to terminology, since the terms that actuaries have used in 
the past to define their concepts may be the source of much of our ditficul- 
ty with professionals in other fields. Thus, the term "actuarial obligation" 
is less likely to connote a debt which should have been paid in the past 
than "actuarial liability." The term "benefits earned to date" might well 
carry more meaning to non-actuaries than "accrued liabilities." While 
these changes in terminology are modest, they are advanced seriously, 
since the connotation of words often sets the emotional stage for discus- 
sion of funding requirements with non-actuarial groups. 

The principal point of the paper is that the normal cost plus interest 
on the unfunded obligation calculated by the entry-age-normal method 
is usually adequate to fund the benefits earned to date over a reasonable 
period of time. Some caution is properly exercised by the author in moving 
from the individual case of an employee entering employment to the 
group which starts with employees at all ages. The strong funding position 
of most pension plans that have been in effect without substantial amend- 
ment over the last decade has come about primarily from favorable in- 
vestment results and expanding employee groups. 

Some reservation should be voiced on the author's statement (on p. 57) 
that the minimum contribution might fund a substantial portion of the 
unfunded cost of accrued benefits for a group of constant size in the ab- 
sence of substantial experience gains. Unless such a group were immature, 
the author's Distribution I I I  on a 4½ per cent basis (shown on p. 61) would 
apply. In these conditions, very little funding of the benefits earned to 
date would be expected. I t  is true that the author qualifies his statement 
by saying that the contributions "might" reach this result, but, in the 
conditions that he cites, we believe that it would be more likely that very 
little funding would take place. 

The value of the paper lies in its stress on the great complexity of 
determining the trend of funding for any given program. Not only do the 
benefit formula, actuarial technique, experience gains, and the trend in 
the size of the group play an important role in determining the speed 
with which the benefits earned to date are being funded, but the actuary's 
treatment of ~,~rcalized_market appreciation and inflation must also be 
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taken into account. The treatment of these major imponderables has, as 
illustrated by the author in varying the interest rate, a very substantial 
effect on the appropriate contribution. 

This suggests that other regulatory authorities might be best advised 
to satisfy themselves that the actuary has a reasonable basis for his 
determination of the outlays required to fund the pension plan and that 
this amount will adequately provide for the benefits earned to date after 
a reasonable length of time. Upon later review, the progress of the fund 
can be measured against the original assumptions, its current status 
compared to that which was predicted, and a conclusion reached as to 
the adequacy of the funding program and the prior contributions. If they 
content themselves with this, unsound funding procedures can be detected 
and highlighted without requiring the reviewer to take a course in actuari- 
al science. 

DORRANCE C. BRONSON: 

"The old order changeth, yielding place to new, 

Lest one good custom should corrupt the world." 
TEm~zsoN, The Idylls of the King 

Mr. Griffin has produced, for the most part with his usual clarity, a 
further interesting piece for the literature on pension funding in the 
United States. Observers of recent pension literature will probably agree 
that the stalagmite of writings on retirement and allied benefits has had 
abnormal cubits added to its height, through actuarial papers, professorial 
dissertations, proposed accounting dicta, governmental reports, and so 
forth. 

A considerable increment in these recent encrustations to pension 
literature (to continue the simile) has derived from the writings of certain 
new authors whose ignorance of private pensions is patent. "A little 
learning is a dangerous thing" applies quite aptly to this type of writer. 
The predpitates they have left (with more coming) put colors, not seen 
before in the United States, into our measurement and appraisal of pen- 
sion literature. To some readers, these new hues appear in the bright band 
of the spectrum, but, for others, they are at less-brilliant locations. 

The "new" is with us, willy-nilly, serious or absurd. The serious cate- 
gory is headed by politicoeconomic innovations. Evolving from the New 
to the Fair Deal, and across the New Frontier, we are now attempting 
a traverse of the Great Society's high cliffs. 

Another "new" of serious nature (alluded to later herein) lies in ter- 
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minological failures. A potent example is found in C. P. Snow's much- 
discussed Two Cultures. In this work, the British author is concerned 
with the widening dichotomy in the ability to communicate between two 
great cultural branches, say, Categories A and B. Category A represents 
today's more-than-ever arcane disciplines of the pure and applied sci- 
ences (within which we may include "New Math" for the kiddies, on up, 
but from which we must bar daddy's science fiction throwaways); Cate- 
gory B comprehends the serious fiberal arts and humanities, as well as 
the less-serious fringes thereof. 

Within said "fringes" of Category B, communication is also frequently 
difficult, but no one seems to care or write books about it; indeed, it may 
be cultivated as a defense mechanism! In this area, new oddities are 
proliferating at an increasing rate. As illustrative of "doings" in this 
fringe area for those of our readers who stay out of it, I will mention 
only three. First, the "New Art," which, the last time I looked, was 
replete with (a) canvas abstractions produced by splashed-on, or dripped- 
down, pigments and (b) collages ingeniously composed of arranged junk 
(cities should encourage). A second example is from the "New Theater," 
within the circuit of exponential "offs," measured from Broadway; there 
have been (and are, I am sure) certain weird new productions given from 
time to time. Last, closer to our own profession, one learns that "New 
Symphonies" have been composed by E.D.P. on magnetic tape (these 
are, no doubt, enjoyed by E.D.P. actuaries, who can applaud with great 
efficiency, in bursts of FORTRAN or COBOL). 

And so it is, in this relatively small, antic fringe of Culture B; anything 
goes, provided you are not a Harry Hypotenuse (the sum of the Squares) 
who, in these purlieus, is abhorred as a Vacuum abhors Nature. Any 
restrained levity into which I may have lapsed for this paragraph, with 
respect to activities imputed to fringe areas of Culture B, has only been 
by way of aiding the characterization of one aspect of the times, A.D. 
1966. 

The writings on pension subjects by qualified actuaries are all of Cul- 
ture A and, I believe, aimed at offering various types of improvement in 
the area of private pension systems as we know them. These actuarial 
writings are intended for the information of employers and/or unions, as 
well as for the actuarial audience. In contrast to said constructive aims, 
there have been a few "mushroom-type" authors, out of the B-fringe, 
perhaps, who--through ignorance or design--sharply criticize the private 
system and make concomitant proposals so drastic that I do not trust my 
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prose to stay in decent bounds when mentioning same but turn, instead, 
to those twin disciplines of meter and of rhyme: 

This is a sorry Scheme of Things entire, 
Let's grasp and shatter it to bits--and then 

Re-mould it nearer to our mind's Desire. 5 

The "shatter and re-mould" ideas, held by what, I hope, is but  a small 
minority, are the antithesis of Mr. Griffin's views. Indeed, his paper, 
launched from the actuarial science post in Culture A (far from the fringes 
of B), is thoroughly constructive in aiming--through his rule for minimum 
funding--at extending the area for "shatter-proofing" private pension 
plans. We all, I expect, strongly support such aims; more doubtful, 
though, is that such unanimity holds over to his ways and means. (This 
lack of full agreement is a result that I am glad to find, both because it 
would be a dull ending and in view of the principle that beneficial "fall- 
out" is shed by disagreement.) 

I confess to having found some difficulty in harmonizing the author's 
ways and means with traditional principles of pension funding. I t  was 
not clear to me at first that Mr. Griffin was writing a rulebook on mi~i- 
mum funding tests and not a tract for his idea of the oplimum basis. The 
promulgation of such a tract would, indeed, have clashed in sparky op- 
position with subjective optimums aimed at, or attained by, various 
employers and their actuaries. That  is, the paper does not attack these 
precincts as its main purpose, although it may serve to induce second 
looks at the current funding of a given plan and at the preconceived 
viewpoint of its optimum. The foregoing part of this paragraph gives my 
capsule summary of the paper upon restudy of it; the author will correct 
me if I am wrong. 

In previous talks, papers, and discussions thereof, several actuaries, 
myself included, have pointed out the increasing difficulty of communica- 
tion, both among ourselves and--even more--with those outside. The 
pension terminology stands little chance of being standardized, I feel, in 
spite of the ambitious project of the committee on pension terminology, 
with which project Professor NIcGill and others are valiantly struggling. 
For instance, not infrequently, an actuarial author complains about the 
sad state of pension terminology and then, rather promptly, either sets 
forth his own definitions (sometimes ad absurdum) or charges ahead with 
undefined and/or undefinable terms, each of which begs the question of 
"What  does he mean?" or "Is this the same as he meant on page so and 
so?" Mr. Griffin, fortunately for the reader, has not forced his definitions 

With apologies to FitzGerald's fine Rubaiyat, for a few words deleted with mine 
"dubbed in." 
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on us; most of his terms seem clear withoutdefinitions, lie does, right soon 
and right often, use the term "overfunded," the meaning of which he 
should have clarified, if he could, at the start. I note that Mr. Trowbrldge, 
in the interesting educational paper he wrote for the Harvard Business 
Review, blames the actuaries, en bloc, 6 for the alleged existing confusion 
of pension funding in the business community, because of our vocabulary 
(the "two-culture" syndrome of C. P. Snow apparently here, too). 

To turn a moment to contemporary pension funding in Great Britain, 
where the early pioneering papers of King, i~anly, and Epps found fertile 
soil, I observe that a paper, fairly recent (1961), entitled "Pension Fund 
Valuation under Modern Conditions, ''7 brought out what the "new," over 
there, consisted of under said "modern conditions," namely, a reconsider- 
ation of interest rate assumptions, certain nontraditional asset-valuation 
techniques, and a sharp alertness to future inflationary potential effects 
on actuarial methods and assumptions; in short, no basic structural 
changes seemed to be proposed. 

The "new" actuarial funding concept s enunciated in part of Mr. 
Grin's paper and in certain previous writings by him and others, puts, 
perhaps, a stamp of "update, needs revision," on several of my various 
papers, books, articles, discussions, and so forth. But I doubt the demand 
for this and shudder to envision the job of "revision"; hence, I will 
await events before getting out the scissors and the paste. However, 
though absent the time for rewrites just now, when Mr. Griffin puts such 
heavy emphasis upon benefit-security ratio and its component accrued- 
benefit value (with a finality equivalent, it would seem, to the Laws of 
Moses), recollections do come to mfnd of situations where, I am sure, 
there were "happier endings" from the regular traditional valuation 
methods that had been followed (overfunding, if you will) than would 
have resulted under a funding history by Mr. Gri~n's criterion. 

My allusions above to "revisions" of past writings and to "happier 
endings" lead me on to recall the following random items. These refer- 
ences are from my own writings (which is why they came so readily to 
mind relative to Mr. Gri~n's paper): 

I. I have felt no regrets with regard to the fairly strict rule on "actuarial 
soundness" for which I indicated preference in a book written in 19572 I did 

6 This, I mildly resent---one of those shotgun blasts; for example, "We are a/l to 
blame for the Flood, or for such and such!" 

By Geoffry Heywood and Maxwell Lander, J.I.A.,  LXXXVII,  314. 
8 A concept really grounded on, but with gyroscope added, the o/d group annuity 

single-premium technique, is it not? 
g Concepts of Actuarial Soundness in Pension Plans (Homewood, II1.: Richard D. 

Irwin, Inc., 1957). 
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not (and do not) feel sufficiently competent or omniscient to put  forward, as the 
sole recommendation, any explicit single definition of the term "actuarial 
soundness." 

2. In a paper written in 1949, j0 the question was raised whether "industry, in 
general, could afford full funding objectives"; Mr. Griffin's paper may imply 
this question, also. 

3. In  another paper, u with respect to the termination of a plan, a sizable 
number of benefit formulas, conditions, and termination priorities were explored. 
In  quite a number of these, the obligation for employer funding and/or  for 
employee equity at death or termination of service would have been quite unmet 
or hard to handle under Mr. Griffin's criterion, which, as he says, confines itself 
to normal retirement pensions. Indeed, even had he widened his focus to benefits 
other than normal retirement date pensions, it  is hard to visualize how a meas- 
urement of all values could have been computed year after year for these vari- 
ables on the plan's "benefit matrix" without unwarranted actuarial detail, effort, 
and fees. 

4. Mr. Griffin, perforce, could not cover the pension waterfront in his paper. 
However, a few of the elements omitted may be listed for illustration. The paper 
does not explore, with respect to his funding discussion, the matter of employee 
contributions (e.g., how much of the accrued benefit can be imputed thereto; are 
there other problems?) ; i t  also omits reference to Mimeo 57 [7 limitations under 
his "closeout" value concept; and it has no allusions to any possible reshuf~ing of 
"rights" or allocations in respect to the fund or contract under special situations, 
such as for the euphemistic "actuarial error" or the "draw" caused by lump-sum 
commutation or by "freezing" certain funds through guaranteed priority (rare) 
of vested terminations. 

5. In a paper on mergers, ~ I pointed out the probable superior position of the 
company which had a higher "funded ratio ''18 than did the other company. 
Having later seen this very sharply brought out in practice during merger nego- 
tiations, and involving large sums of money in settling on "price," the said 
"superior position" impressed me greatly. 

6. Last, Mr. Griffin mentions, in his final paragraph, and rather en passant, 
the possible "improvement of benefits." I t  appears to me, however, that, in view 
of the pension history over the last twenty-five years, he has understated the 
situation and, while he may be correct on the plateau now reached for pension 
formulas, these are neither dollar amounts nor the limit-of-benefit types possible. 
There surely have been great advantages and help to employers (and indirectly 
to employees) when benefit levels were raised, or new types added, in the 
existence of a valuation position which was "overfunded" under Mr. Griffin's 

10 "Pensions, 1949," TSA, Vol. I, No. 1. 
u "Pension Plans: Provisions for Termination of Plan," TSA, Vol. VIII. 
12 "Pension Plans under Corporate Transfers" (mimeographed paper presented to 

the Council on Employee Benefit Plans a;t New York City, October 16, 1959). 
u A different measure from the paper's "benefit-security ratio." 
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concept of the term (a term which, as mentioned earlier herein, is not dearly 
defined in the paper). 

In  the very weight, by number, of actuaries (perhaps a record) dis- 
cussing this paper, the interest in and importance of Mr. Griflin's toils 
are evident. M y  own discussion is one of neither complete praise nor 
really critical derogation but, rather, has been set down from a quizzical, 
ready-to-be-converted stance. In  view of the preceding sentence, it may 
seem paradoxical for me to say that  I think Frank's paper, per se, is 
excellent. Sincere writings in the actuarial field are, in general, educational 
and thought-provoking, and, in this paper, wherein "new"  funding angles 
provide a liberal sprinkling of A6cent to sharpen our taste, the author 
has served us a spicy dish. 

To close with asterisks might indicate some terminal omission. Let  
me, then, expand on what I call Mr. Griffin's "parable of the mountain." 

A postlecture inquiry was put to Mallory, 14 the famous British climber, 
on why he wanted to climb Mt. Everest. Those of the departing audience 
close enough to hear the question broke out into laughter. "But, Mallory 
didn't  laugh. He stood t h e r e . . ,  a little while, thinking out his answer. 
And then he told them, ' I  want to climb it,' he said, 'because it is there.' ,,15 
This response, extemporaneously expressed in less than ten words, has 
magnificent simplicity and breadth; it serves, cogently, to explain a 
multitude of human actions far removed from mountain heights. 

But  I must descend from dramatic altitudes to the pragmatic level. 
I inserted this vignette of Mallory's classic answer because it struck me 
that  Mr. Griffin's paper rather invited it. Specifically, at  the end of the 
first section, he uses a paraphrased (suitably) version of "the Mallory 
response, sans pareil," as  the basis for his parable of the mountain. 

The mountain (actuarial liability) "is there," and, traditionally, ac- 
tuaries have led expeditions (amortization) to, or toward, the summit 
(100 per cent "funded ratio"). But  in the paper, the author asserts, in 

1, George Leigh Mallory attempted to climb Mount Everest three times (1921, 1922, 
and 1924). The last climb capped his already spectacular feats with legend. After a 
stop, relatively near the summit, he and a companion, Irvin, accepted the final challenge 
and set off for the unconquered top. Watchers saw their upward trek until the two disap- 
peared from view into the upper mists, and clouds and ice and silence. "Disappearing 
from view" was "disappearing forever." Many feel that the~, attained the summit ere 
some catastrophe of the heights made fatal its strike, obliterating, for man, all traces of 
these brave men. 

As described in The White Tower, by James R. Ullman (Philadelphia and New 
York: Lippincott Co., 1945). 
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effect, that the upward struggle is not really needed after all; there is, 
instead, a path (the "minimum funding" rule of the paper) around the 
mountain. Thus, many actuaries, whose eyes and minds have been busy 
seeking the upward trail, have overlooked the meadow route. 

To this parable, there is this short addendum. Mr. Griffin, as I dis- 
cussed earlier, would, as chief ranger of the region, set up no barriers or 
fences or any signs of "No Trespassing," against such actuaries as are 
upward bound. The implications of the paper, however, do give one (me) 
the feeling that the ranger has let the paint flake and grow dim on the 
arrows to the upward trails, while keeping those to meadow paths dis- 
tinct and colorful. 

And thus my discussion (rambling and digressive) comes to a close. 
One note alone remains, purely subjective. Both as a mountain amateur, 
when younger, and one with stubborn habits and conceptions (plus, I 
believe, a certain body of experience), I must declare that I ~)refer the 
climb, bearing in mind, before striding off, that--as it was said of old--  
"there are many paths (funding methods) to the top." 

DOUGLAS H. MILES: 

I welcome Mr. Griffin's paper to the Society of Actuaries and regret 
that distance will prevent my attending the discussion. I would like, how- 
ever, to make certain points as comments on what is said in the paper. 

In Great Britain, I have found it important when considering funding 
theory to consider the theory separately in relation to average salary and 
final salary plans. In considering final salary plans, moreover, most con- 
ventional ideas go overboard if the salary-scale increase exceeds the rate 
of interest used, but space prevents consideration of this here. 

On the whole, it seems to me that the arguments used in Mr. Griffin's 
paper refer principally to average salary plans, and most of the remarks 
that follow also relate to these. He refers on page 55 to mature funds, and 
the concept of a stationary fund is useful to bring out one point. In the 
position of a stationary fund, the fund under unit-credit funding is smaller 
than the fund under prospective methods of funding (which apparently 
are termed "projected-benefit cost methods" in the States), the difference 
being (Present value of future service benefits for existing members) less 
(Present value of future contributions). 

At this stage, the unit-credit cost Js higher because interest on the 
smaller fund is less (Pensions = Contributions plus interest on fund), but  
at an earlier stage prospective methods have the higher cost, because a 
larger fund is being built up. 

In Great Britain, it is the usual practice to have valuations once in 
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five years, although this is sometimes reduced to three. One has to set a 
rate of contribution, which can be maintained for at least that period and 
usually longer, because, once a rate of contribution has been established, 
it is always easier to reduce it than to increase it. 

Traditionally, our methods of funding have been attained age normal 
cost. This has the merit that it is safe, as the rate of contribution tends to 
fall as new entrants at lower ages are brought in. For average salary plans, 
however, competition from insurance companies using single-premium 
costings has forced some hard thinking; it is useless to argue that the 
unit-credit method will eventually result in higher costs, because of the 
way that wages and salaries have increased since the war, with the result 
that virtually every fund, however old, is in fact very much in the early 
build-up stage. (In this respect, I would mention that we recently valued 
a fund that has been in force for thirty-five years and has doubled in size 
in the last five years.) 

One method which we have used for average salary plans has been to 
calculate the entry-age-normal cost plus the interest on the unfunded 
past-service cost and express the result as a rate of contribution. As new 
entrants are brought in, this means that the initial past-service cost gets 
paid off (except in the case of a declining fund), so that on Mr. Grififin's 
definition the plan would be overfunded. Such a contribution, however, 
is usually smaller than the unit-credit cost plus the annual cost for past 
service paid over twenty years, so that the excess is not great. 

However, there is one occasion where prospective methods of funding 
are needed, namely, where a fund is closed to new entrants but benefits 
for existing members continue to accrue. This possibility is sometimes 
used to justify initially a higher rate of contribution than would otherwise 
be called for; but such a rate of contribution need not be pressed if the 
employer appreciates that circumstances can arise where the rate of 
contribution may have to be increased. 

And this brings me to the crux of my remarks, namely, that, provided 
the employer fully understands the position, it is possible to offer alter- 
native immediate costs between which the employer can decide, depend- 
ent on his financial position at the time and his prospects in the future. 
This is not to say that one will always agree with the rate of funding 
adopted. Sometimes, however, the employer deliberately adopts a fairly 
high rate of funding, but, when it becomes possible to reduce the rate of 
contribution, instead of this he uses the surplus on the valuation to aug- 
ment the benefits for earlier service. By this means it may be possible to 
have a final salary plan in practice without the guarantee that such a type 
of plan normally involves. 
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Final-salary plans present the different problem that salaries in recent 
years in Great Britain have been increased at rates substantially higher 
than have been allowed for--8--10 per cent per annum in many cases. 
For the most part, therefore, any margins built into the rate of contribu- 
tion from whatever source have been welcome toward meeting the cost 
of these increases. 

(AUTHOR'S R E V I E W  OF DISCUSSION) 

FRANK L. GRIFFIN, JR. : 

' I t  is a generous custom which gives the author the last word, especially 
in the face of an array of experts such as have chosen to comment on this 
paper. To all of them my thanks for the interest, the time, and the effort 
which have gone into their discussions, especially those who have ex- 
panded upon my theme in bringing out additional relationships, con- 
clusions, and exceptions. 

I am pleased to have drawn a discussion from across the Atlantic and 
wish to thank Mr. Miles for having provided background on practices in 
Great Britain. There are, of course, many similarities to practices in the 
United States, even similarities in terminology. His reference to employ- 
ers' sometimes deliberately adopting a high rate of funding and later 
converting excess assets into increased benefits is one which has frequently 
been duplicated here. Likewise, his reference " . . .  it is possible to offer 
alternative immediate costs between which the employer can decide, 
dependent on his financial position at the time and his prospects in the 
future" strikes a familiar chord in consulting actuarial practice here. 

I hope that Mr. Miles and his British colleagues understand that the 
guidelines in the paper are not intended to suggest an optimum upper 
limit on the funding which might be recommended by the actuary or 
which an employer might choose to do for reasons of his own. Rather, they 
are intended to suggest the maximum which should ever be required if 
regulation of pension funding should come to pass. These are, of course, 
two very different things. Contributions in excess of those designed to 
reach the dual objectives cited in the paper are certainly not proscribed 
by its language. 

My colleague Lambert Trowbridge, with whom I have long been as- 
sociated on projects related to the private pension movement, has come 
up with another of his clear expositions in testing certain of my conclu- 
sions against findings developed from "models" in his classic paper 
"Fundamentals of Pension Funding" (TSA, Vol. IV). (To those who may 
not be aware of his article in the Harvard Business Review [March-April, 
1966], entitled "ABC's of Pension Funding," or who have not yet  had an 
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opportunity to read it, I highly recommend the article as a significant 
contribution to better understanding of pension funding by the layman.) 

I am happy to see that, for the most part, Mr. Trowbridge finds our 
conclusions consistent. Such differences as exist are largely matters of 
interpretation or emphasis. While there is no point in an extended dis- 
cussion of these, it is well to stress again that changes in the actuarial 
assumptions which may be appropriate in establishing values upon ter- 
mination of a plan--mentioned in the paper and commented upon by 
Mr. Trowbridge---not only include changes which may increase costs 
(such as the elimination of any turnover discount) but also may include 
changes which will decrease costs (such as a cutoff of salary-scale pro- 
jection in any plan whose benefits depend on compensation and the pos- 
sibility that higher interest assumptions would apply to close-out rates, 
as is true at the present time). 

Mr. Trowbridge apparently is not kindly disposed toward projections 
extending over a score of years or more. While I would be the first to 
agree that such projections contain substantial unpredictable elements, 
the same is also true of the projections inherent in an actuarial valuation. 
I do not believe these uncertainties (on which actuaries apparently 
thrive I) le constitute a serious objection to the making of projections, when 
it is borne in mind that these, like actuarial valuations, are adjusted to 
the facts as they evolve from year to year. 

Mr. Trowbridge points out that certain illustrations in the paper in- 
volve the use of interest gains to accelerate the amortization of the un- 
funded cost of accrued benefits. He also comments that while this "seems 
reasonable and practical, it is not clear that it would fit the usual inter- 
pretation of IRS regulations." This latter comment may create the im- 
pression that Treasury Department attitudes would be unfavorable to 
the use of gains to amortize unfunded costs rather than to reduce con- 
tributions. Bearing in mind that it is the maximum tax-deductible 
contribution with which the IRS is primarily concerned in the application 
of gains, we should find no problem so long as the contribution claimed as 
a deduction does not exceed the maximum. The illustrations in the paper 
would, I believe, satisfy IRS requirements. 

Two other close associates in pension and Society affairs, Pres Bassett 
and Fred Sloat, have also contributed significantly to the value of this 
paper with their discussions. Fred Sloat, who has perhaps the closest 
relationship to the accounting profession and who did more than any 
other individual to lead the Accountants Research Staff through a maze 
of actuarial technicalities on its way to the publication of A R B  No. 8 

,6 See Fortune (December, 1965, and January, 1966). 
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(the Hicks report), oriented his remarks to questions of accrual accounting 
for pension costs--in particular to the manner and extent of charges for 
so-called past-service costs. I t  is a timely contribution in view of the 
exposure draft on pension cost accounting to be released in August, 
1966, by the Accounting Principles Board for review and comment. He 
has also provided us with interesting background relative to the evolution 
of actuarial cost methods in group annuity and trust funding. 

Pres Bassett stresses the importance of funding flexibility to the sound 
development and financing of private pension plans, a view with which 
I agree entirely. I trust that there is nothing in the paper to imply that 
a rigorous pattern of contributions need be followed in order to reach the 
long-range funding objectives set forth therein, for such was certainly 
not intended. Mr. Bassett also logically expands the concepts of funding 
adequacy to encompass variations in the rate of funding according to 
the level of benefits in different situations. This is commented upon 
shortly. 

Jack Dyer touches briefly on the same two points. He also expresses 
some reservations with regard to accrued-benefit concepts, for which he 
draws on an experience involving a change from a final average salary 
plan to a career average salary plan. The method followed in the case he 
illustrates apparently was selected deliberately on the generous side for 
industrial relations reasons and presumably because the company plan 
was continuing rather than terminating. Had it been a terminating plan, 
I feel that Jack would agree that it would have been impossible to justify 
promoting benefits to a compensation basis higher than employees had 
ever earned up to that time. Jack's example deals with a continuing plan 
and clearly does not relate to the accrued-benefit concept on termination 
of a plan, which, of course, is the sense in which the accrued-benefit test 
of adequacy is used in the paper. 

Whatever the problems encountered in defining accrued benefits, we 
should avoid falling into the semantic trap of "benefit expectations," 
which has become a favorite expression of certain writers who have been 
urging compulsory vesting as well as strict regulation of funding. Argu- 
ments based on subjective "expectations" (often entirely unrelated to 
the rights conferred by the terms of a plan) serve to derail objective think- 
ing on the pension question and to provide grist for the political mills. I 
interpret certain of Mr. Dyer's comments as making the point that those 
who wish to elevate expectations into legal rights may improperly cite 
portions of the paper in furtherance of their aims. If so, this would be 
most unfortunate. 
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I agree with Jack that care should be exercised to avoid statements 
which can be lifted out of context and used to support arguments by 
those who wish to impose statutory limitations on pension funding, 
whether these limitations are concerned with maximum or with minimum 
funding. Still, it is difficult to see just what can be done to protect one's 
self fully against this possibility. Remaining silent is certainly not the 
answer, despite the curious fact that one frequently finds the same refer- 
ence cited in defense of opposing viewpoints. 

Referring to certain comments by Messrs. Bassett and Dyer, as well 
as by Dorrance Bronson, I agree that there are circumstances where 
deliberate "overfunding" of a pension plan should be considered. One 
circumstance in which heavier funding might be desirable would be the 
existence of a period of unusual company prosperity, during which a 
cushion could be built against a possible subsequent period of poor profits 
or company decline. I am not quite as sympathetic to the argument that 
the "inadequacy" of current benefit levels (however this may be deter- 
mined) dictates heavy current funding. The very smallness of the benefits 
may, of course, make more practical their rapid funding in some situations, 
but under a union plan a heavily funded position may itself precipitate 
benefit demands. I t  seems to me that to use the argument of benefit 
inadequacy as a compelling reason for a higher level of funding is just 
another way of saying the actuary should in fact value benefits which 
have not yet  come into being. 

The argument of benefit inadequacy implies the existence of set stand- 
ards for all plans, when there are none. In any given situation an assess- 
ment of existing benefit levels will depend on many factors, some of them 
largely subjective. Is it the function of an actuary, or of the employer, or 
his unions, to decide that existing pension provisions are inadequate? 
Surely this involves an economic or business decision, not an actuarial 
one. I agree with Mr. Bassett's statement, " I t  may not be the job of the 
actuary to answer these questions, but it is certainly the actuary's re- 
sponsibility to be sure that the client understands the implications of 
these questions." 

Moreover, in deciding whether advance provision should be made for 
possible future escalated benefits, a number of related questions must 
necessarily be raised, including (a) whether the company should attempt 
to justify the costs of tomorrow's plan today; (b) whether investment 
considerations and the changing value of the dollar would make one course 
preferable to the other; (c) whether future changes in social security bene- 
fits may reduce the need or pressures for increasing the private plan's 
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benefits; and (d) whether stockholders would look favorably on any sub- 
stantial overfunding which may later prove to have been clone unneces- 
Sarily. 

Paul Jackson corrects my oversimplification to the effect that "there 
need be no basic conflict between a company and its employees in the 
funding of a retirement plan." I t  is clear that there can be a conflict, 
although this is by no means necessarily so. I believe that it is well to 
recognize two factors which today bring these interests close together. 
The first is the fact that most funding decisions are made by management 
employees who have a personal stake in the success of the company's 
retirement plan. The second is that the financial welfare of the company 
is also vital to employee security, whether this relates to job permanence, 
pension funding, or pension plan permanence. The two interests are thus 
linked. The funding flexibility which may be vital to a company may also 
give the employee greater assurance of plan permanence even though the 
flow of contributions into the pension fund has temporarily been slowed. 

I agree with Mr. Jackson's observation regarding the inadequacy of 
most salary-scale assumptions today (for which there are generally good 
reasons, it may be noted). Observations about salary-scale deficiencies 
are apt to be somewhat misleading within the context of this paper, how- 
ever, unless one distinguishes between the effect of a salary scale on the 
achievement of the respective funding objectives for a terminating plan 
and for a continuing plan. The greatest impact of a salary-scale deficiency 
is on the funding for the continuing plan, and it will have considerably 
less effect on the adequacy of funding for accrued (or vested) benefits in 
the event of plan termination. Under a plan calling for the use of a salary 
scale in the valuation, the accrued benefits on termination, being based 
only on pay to that point of time, are, of course, less than a pro rata part 
of the projected benefits at retirement. Previous funding with a salary 
scale (even if deficient for a continuing plan) will generally have been done 
on the basis of assumed final pay higher, on the average, than actual pay 
achieved at termination date. Therefore, benefit security upon termina- 
tion may be substantial in relation to the years of funding. 

Walter Shur, whose skilful and searching appraisal of the financing of 
federal retirement systems appeared in TSA, Volume XVI, has given us 
some interesting comments on recent recommendations of the Cabinet 
Committee on Federal Staff Retirement Systems relative to improved 
funding of the Civil Service Retirement and Disability Fund. He men- 
tions a connection between these recommendations and those of the 
President's Committee on Corporate Pension Funds (etc.). Whether there 
should be a "double standard" in the funding of benefits for employees 
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Of public and private institutions is a moot question. At any rate, he and a 
number of other actuaries have raised their voices in support of what the 
paper terms "truth in labeling" of the costs of plans for public employees. 

It is interesting to have Mr. Niessen's comments relating to funding in 
the "public" field. Even though it is an unintended result from the au- 
thor's viewpoint, I am glad that he finds the paper useful in supporting 
the funding practice which has been followed by the Railroad Retirement 
Board. Apparently the funding of railroad retirement benefits is proceed- 
ing on a sounder basis than the funding of benefits for federal employees. 

Messrs. Krinsky and Elkin, in their joint discussion, have added some 
strong arguments against legislation of mandatory vesting provisions and 
regulation of the funding of private plans. I wish to register my agreement 
with their arguments, especially those relating to benefit priorities in the 
establishment of plans. While these points may be self-evident to most 
pension consultants and actuaries, they nonetheless seem to have escaped 
those who are most vocal in their promotion of such legislation and regu- 
lation. 

These two gentlemen also point out a basis for logical variation in the 
period of amortization of accrued-benefit costs, according to permanence 
and stability of employment in an industry or in an individual company. 
These observations are quite in keeping with the long-range objectives 
and concepts set forth in the paper. 

Messrs. Krinsky and Elkin introduce alternative interpretations of 
accrued benefits, using as their example a plan providing a definite 
benefit per year of service with a maximum limit on the service credited. 
A decision as to the applicable alternative in a plan of this kind usual- 
ly does not pose a serious problem, since most plans with early retire- 
ment provisions make clear whether or not a proration of the maxi- 
mum benefit at normal retirement date is intended at an earlier date, 
when more than the maximum number of credited years would have been 
rendered at normal retirement date. The coming Pension Research Coun- 
cil study of benefit security sets forth in its methodology a logical method 
of determining accrued benefits, based in large part on the terms of the 
early retirement provision in the particular plan. Misunderstandings arise 
over this point, it is true; I have recently testified in a court case involving 
this question. I have found that those whose familiarity with pension 
plans extends primarily to plans for public employees, where retirement 
on full benefits is frequently permitted after a given number of years of 
service regardless of age, tend to relate accrued benefits under private 
plans to the different standards with which they are familiar. 

Mr. Feay's discussion unfortunately aims beyond the boundaries and 
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purposes of the paper. Nonetheless, it is interesting to have his comments. 
The paper was not intended as a treatise on all aspects of pension funding; 
as was stated on the first page, "The purpose of this paper is to examine 
certain funding guidelines .... It is concerned with principles as well as 
with the broad impact of actuarial assumptions and cost methods but is 
not concerned with specific application of the latter." Thus, the illustra- 
tions were kept simple and were limited to plans providing normal retire- 
ment benefits (including, if you will, actuarially equivalent early re- 
tirement benefits and vesting in the form of deferred retirement benefits). 
The fact that the paper does not mention expenses, or disability benefits, 
or special early retirement benefitS, or optional pensions, or employee 
contributions, or Mimeo 5717 problems, is consistent with its fundamental 

purpose. 
On one line of reasoning, Dick Daskais' concise comment (on contri- 

butions and funding versus charges and accounting) disposes of funding 
objective b of the paper as part of the dual long-range objective--that 
is, provided accrual accounting for pension costs becomes standard prac- 
tice (as seems likely) and provided also that funding thereafter is com- 
pletely divorced from the costs for accounting purposes. While it is true 
that funding could be so divorced under accrual accounting and that there 
may be many situations in which it would be advantageous for companies 
to do so for reasons related to those enumerated by Mr. Daskais, I join 
many other actuaries in the belief that funding will tend to follow or 
parallel the accounting charges, especially if IRS limits continue in sub- 
stantially their present form and certainly if compulsory funding stand- 
ards should become a reality. In any such event, it will still be correct to 
think in terms of the dual objectives set forth in the paper. 

Mr. Berin rightly stresses the importance of actuarial assumptions. 
This does not happen to be a primary subject of my paper except to the 
extent that different assumptions were pointed out to be appropriate in 
the case of a terminating plan and a continuing plan, respectively. That  
the choice of assumptions should theoretically be the same regardless of 
funding method may be true for a continuing plan, but it is no longer true 
when that plan terminates. This dual measurement is, of course, at the 
heart of the paper. 

There are several minor points in Mr. Berin's discussion with which I 
do not agree, and I will but mention them. First, I do not fully agree with 
his oversimplification that "all funding methods reach the same goal," 
unless one is prepared to define the goal, in the ultimate, as no remaining 
funds and no persons owed benefits. Second, I believe that he has mis- 
interpreted my reference to "cardinal principle in individual life insurance 
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funding." Third, I am afraid he is incorrect in generalizing that "the 
accrued-benefit cost does not increase from year to year." In practice, 
many factors can and do invalidate the latter statement, one of the most 
important of which is the effect of the benefit formula in changing the 
weighted cost age over the years. 

Mr. Dackow expresses a concern which has been in many minds since 
the commencement of agitation for compulsory minimum funding stand- 
ards under private pension plans. As he points out, we may some day be 
faced with conflicting governmental requirements if limitations imposed 
for different purposes are not geared logically to these differing purposes. 
Otherwise one bureau may complain of too little funding, while another 
seeks to restrict it. Mr. Dackow points out a comparable situation in 
Canada, where a dual set of standards has created conflicts. 

Mr. Roenisch suggests consideration of a new term--"actuarial obliga- 
t ion"--as  a substitute for "actuarial liability," since the former is less 
likely to convey the impression of a debt. Others may prefer "actuarial 
deficiency" or some other term, but  in any event there is merit in the 
suggestion that "liability" be dropped. Mr. Roenisch makes a reservation 
with respect to the funding accomplished by IRS minimum contributions, 
other than for an immature group; this conclusion was also stated in con- 
nection with the illustrations near the end of the paper. 

I am completely sympathetic with the views expressed in the last para- 
graph of Mr. Roenisch's discussion, relative to the basis on which regula- 
tory authorities might best satisfy themselves as to the adequacy of a 
funding program. Actuarial certification by accredited actuaries, along 
lines similar to those which he has suggested, could provide the answer. 

Almost any response would be inadequate to the nostalgic literary 
journey on which Dorrance Bronson has taken us in his discussion of the 
paper. I t  should be unnecessary to remind one such as he (whose own 
prolific works are milestones in the pension literature) that the "new" 
does not supplant the "old" but merely supplements it. 

I am glad that Mr. Bronson has uncovered the intended emphasis on 
minimum rather than optimum funding guidelines and that he has also 
divined my purpose in presenting the matter in this way. If the presenta- 
tion of the guidelines was more forthright than one would find in a "pro 
and con" answer to a Fellowship examination, I should think this ap- 
propriate in the circumstances. 

Turning to specific points in his discussion, Mr. Bronson feels that the 
term "overfunded" should have been given a specific definition in the 
paper. I had ' a ssume.d that the definition of "fully funded," given near 
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the beginning of the paper ,  took care of the ma t t e r  a d e q u a t e l y - - t h a t  is, 
"over funded"  being anyth ing  in excess of "ful ly funded."  

Mr.  Bronson sets forth six pr incipal  comments  ( including menta l  
reservations in some cases) on the guidelines given in the paper ,  based on 
his own previous writings and conclusions. I n  answering each of these, I 
do so in the knowledge tha t  our views are ac tual ly  much closer in fact  
than  m a y  appear  from the different emphases tha t  we have placed on 
certain points.  

1. I agree wholeheartedly that Mr. Bronson's definition of "actuarial sound- 
ness" on page 14 of his well-known book Concepts of Actuarial Soundness in 
Pension Plans is a reasonable and workable one; in fact, I have recently had oc- 
casion to use it to advantage in a court case. There is no conflict between this 
definition and the concepts discussed in my paper. 

2. Seventeen years ago, Mr. Bronson raised the question whether "industry, 
in general, could afford full funding objectives." Mr. Bronson's thought here is 
not directly related to the ideas in the present paper or even a motivation there- 
for. There may possibly be a parallel, but, ff so, it  is somewhat obscure. 

3. Whether, as Mr. Bronson implies, a number of situations explored in his 
paper "Pension Plans: Provisions for Termination of Plan" (TSA, Vol. VII) 
would have produced unsatisfactory or awkward results if measured against the 
criteria of my paper would, of course, depend upon whether similar principles 
were followed in funding the supplemental benefits on death or termination of 
service. For reasons of simplicity, my paper dealt only with the funding of age- 
retirement benefits, but its principles could be expanded to include the funding 
of other types of benefit as well. 

4. Mr. Bronson appreciates that  the paper could not cover the "pension 
waterfront" in the matter of supplementary benefits and special situations. His 
listing of such situations will be helpful to those desiring to pursue the matter 
further. 

5. In  connection with the interesting example given with respect to mergers, 
it seems clear to me that a price had been paid for the "superior position" which 
one of the companies apparently enjoyed in the negotiations, namely, a price 
equal to the additional contributions paid in past years to establish the higher 
funded ratio, and that such position was not merely a "free" and automatic 
bonus of a particular cost method. 

6. With regard to the advantage cited for overfunding as an aid to the 
financing of increased benefits at  a later date, I have already made reply to 
Messrs. Bassett and Dyer on this point. There may well be a question whether it  
is an advantage, or even appropriate, to overfund one system of benefits in order 
to be better able to afford an expanded system later. 

Final ly ,  in Mr.  Bronson's  interest ing account of the Mal lo ry  incident,  
he has chosen to al ter  the meaning of the "me taphor  of the moun ta in , "  
as used in the paper ,  turning i t  skilfully in defense of the ideal of complete  
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funding of "actuarial liabilities," no matter  by what method these may 
be determined. I really cannot let this pass without comment. The "path  
around," which I suggested as an appropriate route to pension security 
for the funding caravan, circumscribes not the whole mountain but only 
the peak, which in this case represents the permanent excess of "actuarial 
liabilities" (as illustrated in the paper) over the "value of accrued bene- 
fits." 

While I share with Dorrance Bronson an admiration of that indomi- 
table spirit which accepts the challenge of a mountain "because it is 
there," as well as a taste for the adventure of the climb, still, in the sense 
in which the metaphor was introduced in the paper, I remain keenly 
aware that  it is not we, but our clients, who must finance the expedition 
and take the risks. 

In bringing these lengthy remarks to a close, I should like again to 
express my appreciation to all of the actuaries who have prepared dis- 
cussions of the paper. 


